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Love and GWAR
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Sounds of the Underground
to take over UCF Arena
Tuesday- SEE VARIETY, AS
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Strong
support
for stem
cells

MICROSOFT
PUTS OUT 360 °
•

•

Microsoft announced that hardware
glitches that have been making the Xbox
360 game console crash could setthe
company back a hefty $1 billion.
Microsoft is planning on extending
warranties to three years because of the
problems, but investors are saying the
company's
entertainment and
devices division has
a more widespread
problem. 360 sales
still lag behind Wii
sales."We don't
think we've been
getting the job
done," said Robbie
Bach, president of
the division.

Bush's veto won't
affect stem cell
research at UCF
LAUREN PAULAUSKAS
Staff Writer

The only professor at UCF to
sign a letter sent to President
Bush asking him not to veto the
latest stem cell research bill is
looking to make miracles.
"In the long term, we hope to
develop full organs fropi stem cell
research," said Dr. Laurence von
Kalm, an associate professor of
biology at UCF.
Kahn, along with other Florida
science professors, sent the letter
to the president before Bush
. vetoed the bill recently for what
he called ethical reasons.
Although no government funding
will be going to embryonic stem
cell research in the near future,
that doesn't mean the impact of
the research isn't growing.
Kalm doesn't do stem cell
research himself, but he still
strongly supports it. "I wouldn't
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.INTERNATIONAL
RESEARCH EXPERT TO .
SPEAK AT UCF TUESDAY
To facilitate dialogue between faculty
and scientists in Florida, Richard A.
Houghten, founder and president of
the Torrey Pines Institute for Molecular
Studies, will speak Tuesday from 11
a.m. to noon in the CREOL building.

ALEX MARKOW I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Red Brick Pizza is one of the four shops that
have already opened by the Convocation Center.

Convocation
·Center will
open by fall
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18-MONTH DROUGHT
PUTS CONTINUED
PRESSURE ON FLORIDA
Lake Okeechobee, a backup drinking
water source for South Florida
residents, has been hitting a record
low almost weekly. Its main artery, the
Kissimmee River, hasn't flowed south
in more than 240 days, depriving the
lake of 50 percent of its water.

NATION &WORLD, A4
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26 KILLED IN BAGHDAD
BOMBINGS, OFFICIALS
WARN OF HIGHER TOLL
Aflurry of bombings in Baghdad killed
26 people Sunday, and officials said
the death toll from a giant suicide
truck blast that devastated the market
of a Shiite town north of the capital a
day earlier could be more than 130.
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Board of Governors hosts emergency
meeting at UCF to discuss the lawsuit
DONALD THOMANN
Contributing Writer

As UCF officials brace for a possible budget cut by state legislators for
the 2007-2008 academic year, the
Florida Board of Governors on Friday
filed a lawsuit challenging Gov. Charlie Crist's veto of tuition increases.
The lawsuit will be discussed
tomorrow at an impromptu meeting
of the Board of Governors at UCF.
Bob Graham, former governor of
Florida.and former U.S. senator, filed a
lawsuit Friday in Leon County with a
number of others against two state
officials challenging legislators on
who can determine undergraduate
tuition.
'We take great interest in the legal
action just filed but have no comment
today," said Bill Edmonds, director of
.c ommunications for the State University System of Florida. "The members
of the Board of Governors will discuss
it when they meet Tuesday at the University of Central Florida"
If that wasn't enough, UCF's
administration is preparing for the

possibility of Tallahassee slicing
another 4 to 10 percent of the budget.
"More than likely the total budgets
for universities will be decreased if
these predictions for shortfalls are correct," said Dan Holsenbeck, the vice
president of University Relations. "So
far, we know it could be anywhere
from. 4to10 percent in the reduction of
the 2007-2008 budget. What we're trying to do is think about what that could
mean for the university."
The budget cut would compound
the difficulties faced by UCF and other
Florida universities since Crist vetoed
a 5-percent tuition increase across the
board. The governor's veto has
already cost the university $3.2 million.
The governor's office deems the
cut necessary; however, as a response
to Florida's slumping economy.
"Further actions taken through
budget vetoes and spending cuts by
the.governor have provided additional
contributions to the state's bottom
line," said the governor's communicaPLEASE SEE

3 FAMU ON A3

Bill Cosby, Carlos
Mencia on schedule
LAUREN PAULAUSKAS
Staff Writer

UCF is experiencing growing
pains.

Lawsuit challenges
who can determine
universities' tuition
DAVID ROYSE
Associated Press

TAI.l.AHASSEE- Former Gov.
Bob Graham and others are suing to
have the courts declare that tuition
at Florida's 11 public universities
should be set by the state Board of
Governors rather than the Legislature.

The lawsuit, filed Friday, follows
an effort this year by the state's universities to raise tuition by 5 percent,
which lawmakers approved but
Gov. Charlie Crist vetoed. Crist then
PLEASE SEE
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This is the only school in the
country to be building a football stadium and a basketball arena at the
same time. The feat, seemingly
accomplished by coincidence, has
the UCF community in a growing
state of anticipation for the fall
sports season.
.
"It will bring the university a
tremendous amount of exposure,"
said Peter Stapp, vice president for
UPI LLC, the company that UCF
hired to manage the Knights Plaza,
including the Convocation Center,
arena and surrounding retail shops.
He said the campus will achieve
this kind ofexposure through ESPN
and other sports television channels that will not only show the new
stadium and Convocation Center
but will include cutaway shots of
the Main Campus as well
The Convocation Center's construction is on schedule for completion in fall 2007.
"The building will be turned
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Scientific speaker Tuesday
The UCF Office of Research
and Commercialization will
host a scientific talk with
Richard A Boughten, founder
and president of the Torrey
Pines Institute for Molecular
Studies, on Tuesday from 11
am. until noon at the CREOL
building in Room 103.
Boughten will visit UCF as
part of a continuing effort to
facilitate dialogue between faculty and the scientists coming
to Florida as a result of recent
expansions of Torrey Pines,
Burnham and Scripps.
For more information, contact Ed Schons at 407-882-2103.
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The Board of Trustees will
continue contract negotiations
Friday from 10:30 a.m. until 3
p.m. in Millican Hall, Room 243.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

18-month dry spell J_>Uts continued
pressure on Florida s water sources
KISSIMMEE - One hard
rainfall won't even come close
to solving the unprecedented
drought withering much of
Florida
Lake Okeechobee, the heart
of the Everglades and a backup
drinking water source for millions of South Florida residents,
has been hitting a record low
almost weekly. Its main artery,
the Kissimmee River starting
near Orlando, hasn't flowed
south in more. than 240 days,
depriving the lake of 50 percent
of its water.
The 18-month dry spell
means continued pressure on
the region's utilities to find
alternative sources of clean
water, such as desalinizing sea
water.
It also has put renewed pressure on water managers to hasten efforts to engineer nature to
work more naturally.
One of the district's most
pressing needs is to find storage
sites on land north of Lake
Okeechobee to capture water
during wet times so it can be
slowly released during dry periods.
PLEASE SEE
.
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Opinions Editor
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The Decepticons, a UCF team, participate in the third annual Dragon Boat Festival Saturday. The event's proceeds benefited a non-profit Chinese language school in Winter Park.
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Sports Edifor
· Melissa Heyboer x215

eating his body.
The festival in Moss Park began at
10 a.m., and participants registered
early to join one of the six boat teams.
The winning team, The Flying Dragon,
won medals and will have their photograph featured in Asia Trend Maga-

zine.

GLIDE ON WATER
Chinese festival draws more than 300 participants
ASHLEY LEE
Contributing Writer

UCF's Asian Student Association
helped to put on the third annual Dragon Boat Festival in Moss Park Saturday,
drawing more than 300 participants.
'The boats are decorated with a
carved dragon head and tail and painted scales along the sides. Each boat
holds 20 rowers who guide the dragon
through the waters to the rhythmic
beating of a bass drum.
Spectators picnicked along the
beach, talking to other members of the
community and sharing Chinese

dumplings.
Dr. Gary King, a chiropractor in
Winter Park and the organizing board
member of the Chinese American
Association ofCentral Florida, said the
festival is a tradition commemorating
the poet Qu Yuan.
Around 288 B.C. in ancient China,
Yuan fought against the corrupting
government to no avail. In a fmal act
of defiance, Yuan threw himself into a
lake and drowned. When villagers
learned of the death of their beloved
poet, they rushed to the waterside,
beat drums to scare the fish away and
threw rice cakes to keep the fish from

sports@(entro/Floridafuture.com
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Variety Editor
Jenny Andreasson x214
variety@CentralFloridoFuture.com

Photo Editor
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James Andres

,

''This year, we had over 300 participants," King said. "Every year, our festival grows larger.''
Tim Ahn, who rowed with the Harvest Kimchee Dragon Boat Racing ·
team, agrees that the event was a success. "This is my second time competing in the festival," Ahn said. "It's a
nice picnic, a time to get out to the
park and a chance to support your
friends.''
Attendees varied from first-timers
to experienced rowers. "I've been
practicing for the past two weeks," said
David Poon, a Dragon Boat Festival
participant.
Cesar Altamirano said, "This was
my first time at the festival, and I really liked it. It's a great thing to experience other cultures, and I hope to
come back next year.''
Chinese food and watermelons
were donated for the festival, and all
proceeds benefited a non-profit Chinese language school in Wmter Park
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FINDING AN ANTIDOTE FOR POISON
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LEfUSKNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@CentralFloridaFuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Monday
edition. During the summer
semester, the Future only prints
once a week
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Contract negotiations Friday
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Gemini traffic rerouting continues
All eastbound and westbound lanes on Gemini Boulevard North are closed to traffic
between Greek Park Drive and
West Plaza Drive, the intersection directly in front of the
Alumni Center.
Both intersections remain
open, although access to some .
lanes will be restricted at times.
The project is expected to last
throughout July.
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'River 'Run Coach t(omes
a Condominium in Oviedo
2 miles North of UCF (off W Palm Valley Dr)

2-Bedroom/2 Bath
w/Den & Garage

10% Dlscoum to UCF Families
OPEN HOUSE SAT & SUN (Noon to 4)

407 865-7111
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Poison has had their party.
anthems.They've had their power
ballads.
Now with their new CD, Poison'd!,
they've got their covers.
In support oftheir new cover
compilation album, Poison brought
their updated act to the House of
Blues in Orlando on the Fourth of
July with tour mates RATT. This time
around, their hair wasn't as teased,
and they were a little bit older, but
the band still put on a show.
At left, guitarist C. C. DeVille, left,
and singer Bret Michaels belt out
another fan favorite.
Like a party, the aowd had one
hand holding theirdrink up in the
air and the other hand funning the
rock bullhorns.
·
Band members came to the front
of the stage to sing together. To the
delight of fans, DeVille and bassist
Bobby Dall dueled with their
instruments.
Not to be outdone, drummer Rikki
Rockett's drum solo had him lOfeet
above the stage as his drum set was
hydraulically elevated.
Poison will continue to tour the U.S
throughout the summer and will be
returning to Florida at the end of
August and the start of September.

LOCAL WEATHER
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Today: Scattered showers and thunderstorms after 1 p.m. Heat index
values as high as 100. South wind
between 5 and 10 mph.
Tonight: South-southeast wind
between 5 and 10 mph.
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UCF lab uses embryonic stem cells
FROM

•

• July 9, 2007

A1

consider myself as an expert
in the field," he said "I keep
up somewhat, but not the
details."
He said he signed the letter
through an e-mail he received
and didn't realize he was the
only UCF professor who
signed it until recently.
"Either they [other professors] didn't get the e-mail, or
it wasn't distributed properly," he said
The support for stem cell
research, be it embryonic,
cord blood or adult, is not
shared just by Kalm.
Dr. Kiminobu Sugaya, a
professor and researcher of
molecular and microbiology
at UCF, is one of the supporters and is the only professor
at UCF currently conducting
stem cell research.
As the director of the Stem
Cell Laboratory at the Biomolecular Sciences Center of
the Burnett College of Biomedical Sciences, Sugaya is
well-researched in stem cells
· and is advancing them to new
levels.
'We try to make embryonic stem cells from adult cells,"
Sugaya said. 'We wipe out the
memories of those cells and
train them to become new
ones."
Sugaya's company, NeoCytex Biopharma Inc., is a medical research company that is
focused on helping to
improve several medical conditions, especially neurodegenerative ones.
"The company focuses on
the bone· marrow stem cell,"

Sugaya said.
His extensive research
isn't easy. A main component
of the lab is taking embryonic
stem cells and turning them
into a stem cell with a specific purpose.
"The embryonic stem cells
are like a baby; they don't
know what to become. That's
very difficult," Sugaya said.
Sugaya, being a strong supporter of stem cell research,
doesn't see ethics as a factor
in deciding whether to conduct embryonic stem cell
research or not.
The embryonic stem cells
his lab uses are donated from
the Nobel Prize-winning
Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden, are used as a
target to compare the
progress of turning the adult
stem cells into embryonic
ones. 'We need a control," he
said.
Although Sugaya's lab uses
some embryonic stem cells, it
doesn't use fetal stem cells,
which other researchers do.
"That's OK with the U.S. government,'' Sugaya said. "From
my point of view, the fetus is
closer [to life] than the
embryo."
Even though the president
vetoed the bill, there hasn't
been a required two-thirds
vote from Congress to override the veto because the support isn't overwhelming from
government.
And the veto hasn't put a
damper on the future of the
research at UCF. "There's no
current research at UCF that
it affects,'' said Dr. M.J.
Soileau, vice president · of

Research at UCF.
Soileau said there has
never been federal funding to
do the research, anyway. "Faculty are allowed to pursue
their own ideas that they can
get funded," he said. "It's considered by the world's scientific community as an important area of research."
This area of research is not
understood by all. The main
controversial
area
of
research, the embryonic stem
cell research, is controversial
because embryonic stem cells
are cells that are from human
embryos.
They are important to
researchers because the cells
haven't become a part of the
body yet, like a cell for the
brain or a bone. The further
stem cells grow, the less likely
they are to adapt to become
something else.
"Cells start to do one thing
and are locked in to what they
do," Kalm said. "They have a
specific job."
The adult stem cells are a
part of every human's anatomy after childbirth; they are
in every tissue of the human
body.
The third type of stem
cells comes from umbilical ·
cords, but these are in short
supply because of quick disposal of the cords after childbirth, according to a panel on
stem cell research given at
UCF in April.
Three faculty members
here, although contributing to
research in their own way, all
share the opinion that stem
cell research is necessary for
the future of human health.

'!lnnJrsa/

v::

And recently, researchers
have begun migrating to countries where they can get funding from the government to
continue stem cell research.
"I think as we look on the
global state these days, biomedicine is a major focus throughout the world," Soileau said.
"The U.S. is singular; [there is]
a problem in our use of federal
funds. It has really put us at a
disadvantage when competing
in stem cell research worldwide."
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3 FAMU trustees will get picked

)

Al

tions director, Erin Isaac, in a
memo to the press late in June.
"Current forecasts show that
each of us in state government
must continue tightening our
belts - just as Florida's families do every day."
It is still unclear whether
the budget cuts will affect
Florida's public universities.
University officials are preparing to tighten their belts anyway.
"We're not going to get
those resources as is,"
Edmonds said, "and cutting
another 4 percent of the budget would come to $100 million
for all state universities."
According to a memo sent
by the governor's office to
those state agencies concerned, a formal General Revenue Conference is scheduled
for Aug. I to determine the full
extent of the cuts.
In anticipation of the conference's decision, the Florida
Board of Governors called a
meeting for Tuesday, July 10 to
discuss these potential budget

cuts.
"The meeting on Tuesday
is a special board meeting that
they had not planned until
recently," Edmonds said "The
state had a budget set at the
start of the fiscal year, but the
revenue is not coming in to
support that budget.
· 'We already know that the
cut is going to be at least 4 per~
cent, but he [Crist] may have
to go beyond that 4 percent,
and the board is going to discuss that."
Finally, the opening item on
Tuesday's agenda is the business of nominating three
applicants to the Florida A&M
University Board of Trustees.
Over the past few years,
FAMU has been hit with a
series of hiring and financial
problems. Consequently, a
number of the positions on
their Board of Trustees have
opened.
Now the university has six
months to clean up its act or
face losing its accreditation.
"Because of what has been
going on at Florida A&M, they
have some vacancies on their

Board of Trustees," said
Edmonds. "The Florida Board
of Governors appoints five
trustees to their board. The
Trustee Nominating Committee is going to conduct interviews with five applicants on
Tuesday and recommend
three names to the Board of
Governors."
Only three of the applicants will be appointed to the
FAMU Board of 'Ihlstees.
The differential tuition bill ·
Crist signed last month will
allow the University of Florida, Florida State University
and the University of South
Florida to increase tuition by
up to 15 percent a year starting
in 2008. He initially threatened to veto that measure as
well but said he changed his
mind after meeting with the
state's university presidents.
Graham said Florida's universities are losing their ability
to compete with universities
in other states. As an example,
he cited UF's faculty-student
ratio of 22-1 as compared with
the 14-1 ratio at the University
of North Carolina.
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Fair tax supporters jeer Giuliani
in Jacksonville
JACKSONVILLE
Republican presidential candidate Rudy Giuliani ran into
a buzz saw of opposition Saturday when he explained his
opposition to the so-called
fair federal income tax.
Giuliani addressed a
group of about 500 people in
a standing-room only crowd
at a town hall meeting at the
University of North Florida,
answering questions for
about 30 minutes on a variety of topics from Iraq and
Iran to Social Security and
his plan for tax cuts.
Several dozen people
wearing white fair tax Tshirts and hats and carrying
signs briefly jeered when
Giuliani, in response to a
question, said he would not
be in favor of the fair tax system.
"Fair tax" proposals
would
abolish
federal
income taxes and other federal taxes and replace them
with a national sales tax.
Giuliani emphasized he
supported a simplified tax
system and cuts fo federal
taxes, including elimination
of the so-called death ta:X, but
his response to the fair tax
question brought some cat
calls and jeers.
In a news conference after
his speech, Giuliani said
under his. presidency that
taxes would go down, saying
his philosophy was different
than the Democrats.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

illGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

New Florida A&M president
tries to save school's reputation
TALLAHASSEE - Ten
years ago, Florida·A&M was
on top of the academic
world, celebrated as one of
America's top universities
after being chosen college of
the year by Time magazine
and the Princeton Review.
But .it's been almost all
downhill since 1997. And
when James Ammons takes
over Monday as president of
Florida's only historically
black public university, he
has just six months to
resolve long-running financial woes that have put his
alma mater's accreditation at
risk.
"It would be mission
impossible for most people,"
said Barney Bishop, who
resigned after three frustrating years on the university's
board of trustees.
Ammons, 54, is familiar
with tough missions: he won
praise as North Carolina
Central University's chancellor for calmly handling a
raci~ly divisive situation
when one of his black students falsely accused three
white Duke lacrosse players
of rape last year.
And Ammons knows
Florida A&M well: he was
provost for six years before
leaving in 2001, when the latest troubles worsened. The
school's
bookkeeping
became so sloppy that lawmakers threatened criminal
investigations this spring
and others talked about closing the school down. Hundreds of employees went
unpaid earlier this year.
The situation deteriorated in June, when the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools put the university on probation due to 10
rules violations. Most resulted from FAMU's inability to
account for millions of dollars of inventory and some
contractual arrangements
made
without
proper
approval.
The association will make
a campus visit in September
to check on the school's
progress and then review the
sanctions in December. Students would be ineligible for
federal financial aid if the
school were dropped from
association's membership
and lost its accreditation.
An accreditation expert
said the process is intended
to help schools improve.

Alafaya Trail
South of University, behind CB & S Plaza, next to Subway

3900 NAlafaya Trail· Or1ando, FL 32826 • 407-382-0199
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U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, right, talks with Arab League Secretary·
General Amr Moussa, left. Israel will receive their first diplomatic visit from the league.

Bombings in Baghdad kill 26;
officials warn of higher toll
BAGHDAD -,-A flurry of
bombings in Baghdad killed
26 people Sunday, and officials said the death toll from
a giant suicide truck blast
that devastated the market
of a Shiite town north of the
capital a day earlier could be ·
more than 130.
Officials earlier had said
Saturday's bombi~g in the
town ofArmili killed 115 peo. pie, one of the deadliest
attacks in Iraq in months.
The blast suggested Sunni
insurgents are moving further north to strike in less
protected regions beyond
the U.S. security crackdown
in Baghdad and on the capital's northern doorstep.
TWo car bombs detonated nearly simultaneously in
Baghdad's mostly Shiite Karrada district, killing eight
people. The first hit
occurred at 10:30 am., near a
closed restaurant, destroying stalls and soft drink
stands. Two passers-by were
killed and eight wounded, a
police official said
The area is near the
offices of the Supreme
Islamic Council in Iraq, the
biggest Shiite party in parliament, and is believed to be
among the most protected
parts of the city.
About five minutes later,
the second car exploded
about a mile away, hitting
shops selling leather jackets
and shoes. Six people were
killed and seven wounded,
said the official, who spoke
on condition of anonymity
because he was not authorized to talk to the media
On Baghdad's southwestern outskirts, a bomb hit a
truckload of newly recruited
Iraqi soldiers being brought
into the capital to join the
crackdown, killing 15 sol:..
diers and wounding 20, a
police official at the nearest
police station said, also
speaking on condition of
anonymity because he was
not authorized to release the
information..
Also, a bomb hidden
under a car went off at the
entrance of Shorja market a central Baghdad market
that has been hit repeatedly
by insurgents - killing three
civilians and wounding five,
police said.
The toll from the attack
in the farming town of
26,000 - mostly Shiites
from Iraq's ethnic Turkoman minority - was still
not clear. The count was difficult because of the town's
remote location and because
many of the dead initially
had been buried under rubble that took hours to clear.
Saturday's . blast ripped
through the town market
during crowded morning
shopping, destroying dozens
of old homes and shops.

Great Wall, Taj Mahal among
prospects for new 7 wonders

LISBON, Portugal - The
Great Wall of China, Rome's
Colosseum, India's Taj
Mahal and three architectural marvels from Latin America were among the new
seven wonders of the world
chosen in a global poll
released on Saturday. About
100 million votes were cast
by the Internet and cellphone text messages, sai,d
New7Wonders, the nonprofit organization that conducted the poll.
The pyramids of Giza
were the only surviving
structures from the original
seven wonders of the
ancient world.
The
campaign was
launched in 1999 by the
Swiss adventurer Bernard
Weber. Almost 200 nominations came in initially.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 1
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Israeli Cabinet approves release
of 250 Palestinian prisoners
JERUSALEM The
Israeli Cabinet on Sunday
approved the release of 250
Palestinian prisoners, officials said, in the government's latest gesture of support ·
for .
moderate
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas.
However, the officials
said Israel had still not finalized the list of prisoners to
be freed or the timing of the
release. Palestinian officials
said they were disappointed
Israel wasn't coordinating
the release with them.
Prime Minister Ehud
Olmert agreed to the prisoner release at a JU11e 25 summit with Abbas as part of
Israel's strategy of bolstering
the Palestinian leader in his
standoff against Hamas militants.
Israel also has transferred
more than $100 million in
frozen tax funds to Abbas
and pledged to ease travel
restrictions on Palestinians
in the West Bank.
Israel is holding some
10,000 Palestinian prisoners.
The prisoner release
would be the first since February 2005, when Israel
freed 500 in a similar move
aimed at bolstering Abbas,
who had just won election as
Palestinian president.
Olmert said none of the
prisoners "have blood on
their hands" - Israeli terminology for people involved
in deadly attacks. He said the
release had been ~!eared
with Cabinet ministers and
security officials.
Participants in Sunday's
Cabinet meeting said the
planned
release
was
approved by a wide margin..

Hundreds evacuated in Nevada
as wildfires flare across West
RENO, Nev. - An 8,000acre wildfire forced hundreds of people in the town
of Winnemucca to leave
their homes, one of more
than a dozen blazes that
charred a combined 55
square miles in northern
Nevada
The blaze was among a
series that dotted the West
on Saturday as a heat wave
made parched terrain even
drier, forcing authorities to
evacuate homes and close
highways and wilderness
areas.
A 100.,.mile stretch of
Interstate 15 in central Utah
was closed when a 160,000acre wildfire jumped the
highway, and other fires
burned in California, Colorado, Arizona, Idaho, Ore.gon and Washington.
The fire near Winnemucca, about 170 miles east of
Reno, threatened up to eight
blocks of homes and an electrical substation, said U.S.
Bureau of Land Management spokesman Jamie
Thompson_
The largest ofthe Nevada
fires burned 36 square miles,
or 23,000 acres, along the
Idaho border, said Mike
Brown, a spokesman for the
U.S. Bureau of Land Management.
Another fire blackened 11
square miles, or 7,000 acres,
about five miles southwest
of Carlin. It burned two
mobile homes and several
smaller structures, and shut
down a section of Interstate
80 for six hours overnight,
fire information officer Tracie Winfrey said
Yet another Nevada fire
that was started by lightning
Saturday threatened structures and led to the evacuation of campers about 30
miles south of Elko, officials
said.
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over to us in August," Stapp
said
He said that tickets for
events scheduled in August
and September have already
gone on sale.
As of now, the ticket sales
are for acts such as Carlos Mencia and Bill Cosby.
'We're holding back to
make announcements on the
others," Stapp said
The UCF men's and
women's basketball games will
be held in the 10,000-seat center, which also boasts club
seats, a club lounge and larger
locker rooms and dressing
rooms for the talent who perform in the center.
"We truly now have an
arena that will attract events in
the marketplace," Stapp said.
"It's a multi-purpose facility."
Along with the basketball
games and entertainment acts,
concerts will also be pumping
music through the glass walls of
the center soon.
Family shows such as
Sesame Street Live and Dora the
Explorer that performed at the
Arena in the past have already
allowed people from the surrounding community to partake in what UCF has to offer.
In February 2008, the
Knights Plaza is expected to be
finished.
·
The Convocation Center
will be twice the size of the old
Arena, which will be temporarily shut down until the end of
August
The Arena will become a
practice facility, an area for
smaller sessions or gatherings
and coaching offices. It will
also have another purpose.
"It will be home to the
[women's] volleyball team,''
Stapp said
Board members and alumni
have already viewed the Con-
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The basketball arena in UCF's new Convocation Center will hold 10,000 screaming fans, as
well as club seats, a dub lounge and will also provide larger locker rooms for the teams.

vocation Center.
"The response has been
extremely favorable," Stapp
said 'We have not been able to
get the general public to see it
because it's still a hard-hat
area."
One part of the plaza that
the general public can view is
the retail area next to the center.
So far, Papa John's Pizza,
Maggie Moo's Ice Cream and
TI-eatery, Red Brick Pizza and
Nature's Table Cafe all have
spaces where the UCF community and those outside can
enjoy a meal
The restaurants opened on
campus in January, and business was steady until the summer sessions began.
''With that, the tenant sales
have dropped,'' Stapp said.
"They need to expand their
marketing reach outside the
UCF campus."
Business from the employees at nearby Research Park
will hopefully be the first step
in expanding that reach, Stapp
said
The sooner the Convocation Center opens, the better it
will be for everyone, Stapp said
·~ construction cleans up
and the area gets better,

absolutely their sales are going
to grow,'' Stapp said
The completion of the Convocation Center not only
means an improvement in business, it means completion of
surrounding roads as well
There will also be room to·
grow for the Knights Plaza.
Future venues, such as funmy
John's Gourmet Deli and
Firkin's Pub, will be opening
next to the Center.
'We will have a student dining area in the Convocation
Center,'' Stapp said 'The offering is only going to grow in that
area"
The Convocation Center,
although almost finished, doesn't yet have an official name.
"There will be naming
rights eventually but not right
now," said Chad Binette, assistant director ofUCFNews and
Information.
With plenty to look forward
to, the UCF community will be
able to open their eyes, don
their fan T-shirts and feast
awayin new restaurants right
on campus in the near future.
As Joe Hornstein, UCF's
assistant athletic director for
media relations, puts it, "It's a
great time to be a Knight.''
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Lawsuit names legislators as defendants
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signed a separate bill that will
allow the state's largest universities to raise tuition incrementally over several years, but keeps
student costs the same at smaller schools.
Graham, former Congressman Lou Frey and former Florida State University president
Talbot "Sandy'' D'.Alemberte
and others allege that when the
voters created the Board ofGovernors in 2002 and gave it broad
power over the universities, that
included the power to set
tuition.
A state law that gives the Legislature the ability to set tuition is
therefore unconstitutional, the
lawsuit argues.
Several university officials
have complained that tuition in
Florida is well below that ofuniversities in other states and that
they are falling behind in their
effort to offer comparable educational opportunities.

In the suit, the plaintiffs say
that tuition should be set by the.
board because the governor and
Legislature may not be able to
raise such fees because it is
unpopular.
The governor appoints 14 of
the l7 members on the Board of
Governors. The other positions
are fill~ by the commissioner
of education, chair of the Advisory Council of Faculty Senates
and president of the Florida Student Association.
'Whether Florida should
have such a board is no longer
the subject of debate," the lawsuit states. "In 2002, by a vote of
more than 60 percent, the voters
adopted Amendment ll,'' which
created the Board of Governors
and gave it authority to run the
state's universities.
'We believe it clearly was the
intent of the voters that the
Board ofGovernors be given the ·
responsibility for the basic operatfug of the university system.
including setting student

tuition,'' Graham said in an interview Friday. "The Legislature
[would] continue to have the
responsibility for determining
the level of taxpayer contribution."
The lawsuit, filed in Circuit
Court in Tallahassee, names as
defendants Senate President
Ken Pruitt and House Speaker
Marco Rubio in their roles as
leader$ of the Legislature.
Pruitt, R-Port St. Lucie, rejected the notion of taking tuition
out of the Legislature's hands.
''I don't think voters were trying to turn the Board of Governors into the fourth branch of
government," Pruitt said '"Ibis
lawsuit is nothing more than an
attempt to get unbridlaj tuition
increases. God help our students ifthey win."
Pruitt added that students
with average grades, those who
aren't eligible for merit-based
Bright Futures scholarships,
would be priced out of a college
education iftuition is too high.
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VENUS WILLIAMS WINS
FOURTH WIMBLEDON TITLE
WIMBLEDON, England -Venus Williams
grabbed her fourth Wimbledon title
Saturday, shutting down Marion Bartoli
in straight sets &4, 6-1.Williams has
also taken home the prestigious trophy
in 2000, 2001 and 2005 and Saturday's
wir:i was the sixth Grand Slam title of
her career. Ranked 31st in the world
coming into the tournament,Williams
became the lowest-ranked women's
winner in Wimbledon history.

ROGER FEDERER GRABS FIFTH
STRAIGHTWIMBLEDON TITLE
For the fifth straight year, Roger Federer
· grabbed Wimbledon honors with a
thrilling victory over Rafael Nadal 7-6
(7),4-6,7-6 (3),2-6,6-2Sunday.Federer
joins Bjorn Borg as the only other man
in.the Open era to grab five consecutive
Grand Slam titles at the same event
The win was only the fifth time he has
beat Nadal in 13 meetings.

CYCLING

ROBBIE MCEWEN TAKES FIRST
STAGE OF TOUR DE FRANCE
\

CANTERBURY, England-Australian
Robbie McEwen won the first stage of
theTour de France on Sunday after
leading the way in the 126-mile route
to Canterbury with a time of4 hours, 39
minutes, 1second. McEwen's victory
came only after hurting his wrist in a
group crash with just 12 miles to go.
'1his is definitely one ofthe best ever,"
he said"After the crash I hurt myself
- hurt my wrist - but the boys
brought me back. I still can't believe I
won this stage."

AUTO RACING

JAMIE MCMURRAY WINS
DAYTONA'S PEPSI 400
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla -Jamie McMurray
broke a 166-race losing streak Saturday
night, winning the Pepsi 400 at the
Daytona International Speedway.
McMurray barely topped second-place
finisher Kyle Busch who came in at just
0.005 seconds behind McMurray.The
victory was McMurray's first since 2002,
when he won at Charlotte."! always
said for five years, however long,there
would never be another victory like
Charlotte," McMurray said in an
emotional Victory Lane.

BASEBALL

HAMSTRING WON'T KEEP
A-ROD OUT OF ALL-STAR GAME
NEWYORK -Aftertalks of possibly
sitting out the 2007 All-Star Game due
to a strained left hamstring, Alex
Rodriguez said Sunday that he planned
to participate in Tuesday's event despite
his hamstring not being 100 percent
'Tue game is about the fans, and to get
.that many votes, you feel like you have
a responsibility to go out there and play
well,"he said Rodriguez will start
Tuesday's game at third base which will
beat San Francisco's AT&T Park.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Baseball's Bergman inks new deal Coaches
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

UCF's longest tenured
coach will be sticking around
a little while longer.
UCF Director of Athletics
Keith Tribble announced
Monday that the UCF
Athletics Association and
baseball coach Jay Bergman
have come to terms on a
three-year contract. This new
deal keeps Bergman as the
Knights' coach through the
2010 season.
"Coach Bergman has
experienced continued success during his time at UCF
and has shown great dedication to his program, the uni/

Position:
Head coach

versity and the community,"
Tribble said in a press release.
''He has our baseball program
heading in the right direction,
and we are confident that his
teams will continue to compete for Conference USA
championships and berths in
the College World Series in
Omaha."
Bergman recently com-

pleted his 25th season at UCF,
as the Knights finished with a
27-32 record. In May, he took
a team with just five seniors
to its first Conference USA
Championship, where the
Knights posted a 1-0 triumph
over Houston in an elimination game. The 2007 campaign also included victories
over seven different NCAA
Tournament teams (Texas
Christian, Stetson, Southern
Miss, Memphis, Michigan,
Monmouth and Rutgers), as
UCF's schedule was rated as
one of the 30 toughest in the
nation.
"I'm very pleased and very
grateful for the opportunities
that UCF has given me over

the years,'' Bergman said in a
press release. "I appreciate
their support, and rm· glad
that I'll be a part of what is
going to be the most exciting
time for UCF athletics.
"The interesting thing to
me is that I have coached in
five different decades, starting with the 1960s and now in
the 21st century. There are so
many players that I have been
honored to serve as their
coach. · Many of them have
gone on with their lives and
now I am recruiting some of
their kids. All of that makes
this a gr~at ride."
In his 31 years of coaching
PLEASESEE
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Pitching coach promoted to new position
BRIAN MURPHY
StaffWriter

UCF Director of Athletics
Keith Tribble and Baseball
coach
Jay
Bergman
announced Tuesday that
after 15 years of service that
included guiding Justin Weiss
and Jaager Good to breakout
seasons in 2007, pitching
coach Craig Cozart has been
promoted to the position of
associate head coach.
"I think it's just an indication of the fact that he's done
a great job for us," Bergman
said of Cozart. "He':; been
extremely loyal He knows
the program. He's been here
as a player and a coach for 15
years. I think he feels the
same passion for the baseball
program as I do, and I think
it's just an award for him for

CRAIG COZART

"-

Position:
Associate
head coach

all his hard work and loyalty."
Bergman said that Cozart
will remain the team's pitching coach and recruiting
coordinator.
Cozart's transformation of
two pitchers from relative
obscurity into two of the conference's best greatly helped
the Knights make their first
appearance
in
the
Conference
USA
Championship in 2007.
Junior Jaager Good did not
make a start in his first two

seasons with the Knights,
mainly due to nagging
injuries. Yet Good blossomed
into the ace of the Knights'
2007 staff. He went 5-5 with a
3.89 ERA that led all UCF
starting pitchers. Good
capped off his year by pitching seven shutout innings to
defeat Houston 1-0 in an elimination game on May 24.
Sophomore Justin Weiss
saw action in only four games
as a freshman in 2006. With
Cozart's help, Weiss developed a sidearm delivery
before the 2007 season, and
he used his new motion to
deceive hitters and lock down
the Knights' closer role.
Weiss recorded nine saves,
which ranks second on UCF's
single-season chart.
He went 4-1 with a 138
ERA, allowing just five

~

earned runs in 32.2 innings.
"If you look at the history
of our program, we haven't
always had the highest profile
arms coming in out of high
school," Cozart said in a press
release. "But we've been able
to develop them into legitimate frontline pitchers. It's
always very pleasing to see a
player who comes in, cuts his
teeth with the program, so to
speak. and then experience a
lot of success when they get
their feet underneath them."
Cozart's pitchers have
combined to go 424-250 for a
.629 winning percentage in
his 11 years as a coach for the
Knights.
Four pitchers were tabbed
as Division I All-Americans
(Justin Pope, Jason Arnold,
PLEASE SEE
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help to
orient
Froshes
MELISSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

Year after year, UCF Sports
Marketing uses freshman orientations throughout the summer as a way to
promote UCF
Athletics and
encourage
incoming
freshman to
get involved
with
their
Speraw
school's athletic teams.
This year,
however, Jared
Eller, the director of sports
marketing, and
the rest of his
staff pulled
out all the .
O'Leary
p u n c h es,
allowing UCF
Football head coach George
O'Leary and Men's Basketball
head coach Kirk Speraw to do
all the talking.
'We've [sports marketing]
been speaking at orientations
for a long time," Eller said,
"but this year we decided to
have the coaches come out. It's
great hearing me talk, but it's
something different to see
coach O'Leary or coach
PLEASE SEE
\)
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Volleyball releases 2007 schedule
MELISSA HEVBOER
Sports Editor

UCF will follow that up
with three matches at the
Colorado Invitational Aug. 31Sept. 1 where they will face
UNC-Wtlmington, California
and Colorado.
The Knights will kick off
their home schedule Sept. 6-8,
when they host the UCF
Invitational. UCF will square
off against North Florida,
Florida Atlantic, Central
Michigan and Montana State
d~g the tournament.
UCF's
non-conference
schedule will conclude with a
tournament hosted by in-state
rival South Florida on Sept 1314.
The tournament will pit the
Knights against host USF,
Texas A&M-Corpus Christi
and George Mason.
"Our
non-conference
schedule will be a great challenge for our players," Colado
said
All but one of the Knights'

five wins came against nonconference teams last season,
beating Stetson, North Florida,
Samford and USF.
Following their trip to
Tampa, the Knights will open
up C-USA play when they
host Houston on Sept. 21:
UCF's 16 conference matches
will conclude Nov. 11 when
they travel to Hattiesburg,
Miss., to take on Southern
Miss. Last season, the Knights'
only conference win came
against the Golden Eagles with
a 3-1 win on Sept. 15.
UCF will round out its season in Huntington, WYa., with
the C-USA Championships,
which begin Nov. 15 and are
hosted by Marshall
The Knights will look to
better their showing from last
year after being ousted by
UAB3-l.
Since the conclusion of last
season, Colado has announced
the signing of three high

school athletes who will join
the program for the fall season.
Blaire Brueggemeyer joins
UCF from Arlington Grace
Prep in Texas.
"Blaire is a tough and physical setter. She is extremely
vocal and is a natural leader,"
Colado said 'We are so excited for Blaire to join us."
Kristin Fische~ who will
join the team as a middle-hitter, comes to UCF from
Clearwater High School, while
Brittany Turnbull will join
UGF as a libero from
Episcopal High School in
Jacksonville.
With the construction of
the UCF Convocation Center,
the UCF Arena will be under
renovation during to Knights'
2007-2008 season, which
means locations for the
upcoming season's home
games will be announced at a
later time.

'

After ending its 2006 season with 17 straight losses, and
a 5-24 overall record, the UCF
Volleyball team will hope to
rebound this. year with a
schedule that features 31 regular season matches, including
13athome.
Head coach Meg Colado
announced the team's 2007
schedule Thursday and said in
a press release that ''the schedule is designed to test the team
and prepare us for the difficult
matches that will come later in
the season against Conference
USA teams."
The Knights will kick of
their season August 24-25,
when they head to Atlanta to
participate in the Georgia
State Invitational where they
will face Fordham, host
Georgia State, East Tennessee
and Chattanooga

>

UCF team gets funding from SGA
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of a dynasty.
Head coach Johnny Rouse,
a two-time recipient of the
NCWA National College
Coach of the Year Award,
could not be happier with his
team's performance.
"We've certainly had qt.p.te
a bit of success," Rouse said.
"I am very proud of these
guys."
Rouse, who has coached
the team since its establishment, . has quite a bit of
wrestling background as it
pertains to UCF.
In the late 1970s, Rouse
was a member of the UCF
Wrestling team and competed in the heavyweight class.
Following graduation, Rouse
COJ?,tinued to work with the
team as an assistant for four
more years and later as the
head coach for another year.
As with any new club or
organization,
the
UCF
.Wrestling team has had to
overcome many obstacles.
"One major problem in
fielding a great team each

year is that the top high
school wrestlers in the state
of Florida choose fog© to var- .
sity programs outside of the
state," Rouse said. "Also, UCF
has become very difficult to
gain admission to. Many
wrestlers cannot get in based
on academic merits alone.
Athletes must be students
first. We don't just have athletes. We have a group of academically and athletically talented individuals."
Coaches and athletes of
the team 'a lso admit that there
is an obvious disadvantage to
being a club team. Club teams
do not have access to the
facilities that varsity programs have, nor do they have
the recruiting capabilities.
Funding is also an issue, as
club sports are not funded by
the athletic department.
"SGA funds about onethird of our budget, and we
are very thankful for the support and the amount of funding we get from the Student
Government Association,"
· assistant coach Jason Baima
said. "They help us a lot."

Despite some of these setbacks, the Knights continue
to dominate and have proven
themselves a major competitor in collegiate wrestling.
'We compete against many
schools, including NCAA pro-.
grams;' Baima said 'We have
the top programs in the
league, like Grand Valley
State, very worried We are
right at their heels."
.' UCF and Grand Valley
State know each other
e:Xtremely well. Often times
these two teams find them. selves within just a few points
of each other during national
championships. It was not
long ago that UCF defeated
two-time defending champions Grand Valley State to take
first in the NCWA National
Championship.
.
Baima feels that much of
the team's success is due to
how tightly knit the group is.
· "It's amazing how close
these guys are," he said.
"They are family. We live, ,
travel and compete with one
another, and that is exactly
what we encourage."

While the ·Knights continue to enjoy their success,
there are always things that
can be improved
Many of the athletes
would like to see a larger fan
base and high~r attendance at
matches, among other things.
Next season will bring
new tasks and challenges for
the UCF Wrestling Club
team, and with eight returning All-An:.iericans, aspirations are high.
'We are looking for leaders to set an example for the
younger members of the
team," Baima said 'We also
need the yqunger guys to step
up. It's not always .a thletic
performance that makes a
team, it's leadership."
The UCF Wrestling program's hard work, dedication
and tremendous success both
academically and athletically
is representative of the very
best things about UCF.
CUrrent ne~ and information can be found at the UCF
wrestling team's website. at
www.centralfloridawrestling.com.
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O'Leary, Speraw hope to create fans
FROM A6
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Speraw do it."
Both O'Leary and Speraw
have highlighted orientations
throughout the summer, taking turns speaking and
encouraging hundreds of
freshman to get involved and
show support for their
Knights.
"I thou,ght it was a good
idea, to have the opportunity
to talk to the new students
coming in about our athletic
programs," Speraw said. 'We
hope that they're passionate
about supporting their athletic teams and that they'll
come out and be vocal and
loud and ~ve us that home

court advantage that we
need."
Both Eller and Speraw
agree that the goal of this
summer is to educate students and parents about the
UCF Athletic programs.
'We have them all in one
captive audience and can tell
them what it's like to be a
UCF Knight and to wear
black and gold," Eller said,
"and we can try and encourage them to come out to the
games and show school spirit."
Joe Ritchie, director of orientation services, approached
UCF Sports Marketing several years ago to find out if they
would be interested in pro-

rooting athletics at UCF by large campus it can somespeaking at the freshman ori- times be difficult to reach out
entations each year.
to students the way they
After years of success, would like to and says that
Ritchie. and the UCF Sports freshman orientation is the
Marketing team decided to . perfect opportunity to do so.
try something new by bringWith a large amount of
ing in the coaches to ·speak.
incoming freshman, Speraw
· Despite having busy sum- says it's important to reach
mer schedules, the coaches them at the beginning of their
find time to participate and college careers.
are eager to be involved.
"It's the first time that you
"They've been very willing really have a lot · of them
and enthusiastic," Eller said of together in one venue, so I
the coaches. "I think their think it's a good way to touch
·philosophy is much like ours. a lot of people," Speraw said
They just want to get out in
front of the students, and this
is the perfect opportunity to
do it."
Eller says that with such a

Bergman to coach until 2010
FROM A6
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NCAA baseball, Bergman has
compiled a i,183-688-3 record.
He ranks 17th on the Division
I career Wins.and is the seventh;,.winningest active coach
in Division I.
Though Bergman will be
71 years old when this contract ends, he said he has
absolutely no thoughts about
leaving baseball any time
soon.
"If we continue to grow at
the ·pace we're going and my
health is good, then I would
see no reason . to retire,"
Bergman said. "I'm behind it.
I think we have to win, I think
there is no question about

that. I think I would be the
first one to recognize, if we
weren't winning, that there
would need to be a change in
the face."
Bergman became UCF's
fourth baseball coach prior to
the 1983 season. He led UCF
to its first berth in the NCAA
Regionals in 1989 as an independent, and has brought
nine UCF teams to the NCAA
Tournament.
One of Bergman's finest
years occurred in 2001, when
the Knights never dropped
out of the Top 25 in the
national polls, reaching as
high as No. 7.
They finished that season
with a 51-14 record. That year

began with one of the greatest
honors handed out at UCF: a
brand new baseball facility
that bears Bergman's name.
The Knights are 161-78 at Jay
Bergman Field
Bergml:!ll, a · winner of
three Atlantic Sun Coach of
the Year awards (2001, 2002,
2004) has an overall record of
967-575-3 at UCF.
Bergman began his head
coaching career at Seminole
Community College in 1967.
After seven seasons, he was
hired by the University of
Florida. He coached the
Gators from 1976-81 and left
the program with the highest
winning percentage in school
history (216-113; .657).

Coach helped Weiss develop new delivery
FROM A6

••

Matt Fox, Kyle Bono).
Cozart's recruiting abilities have not gone unnoticed
either. Of the seven players
who signed a National Letter
of Intent with UCF in
November, three of them
were taken in the MLB draft.
Eleven of C~art's recruits
were drafted by major league

clubs in the past three years.
Cozart was a UCF pitcher
from 1993-96. He currently
ranks fourth in school history
in career wins (24), seventh ill
appearances (65) and eighth
in strikeouts (204).
He began his coaching
career as a UCF student assistant in 1997 and then was
named an ~istant in 1998.
"I am proud to say that I

have spent almost half my life
in a . UCF uniform," Cozart
said "It has been a great privilege to represent this university and athletics association
for all these years.
"I'm also happy with the
direction our recruiting is
going, and I just want to continue to see this program
grow towards n'!tional prominence."
1
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Above: Rapper Neao joins the Sounds ofthe Underground tour fur the first time
this year. His music, which he has coinedumetal hip-hop,"defies social stereotypes
and shatters the boundaries between iJenres.
.;.\

Right Chimaira is pad< with their first album since leaYing Roadrunner Records,

esurrection.

Below: GWAR has been around since 11\!fure most of us were born.They are
renowned fur their theatrical stage perfonnances.
The band gets so into their Characters and ·
backstory that front man Oderus Urangus did
one interview as Urangus, and another
interview out '(If character, as Dave Brockie.
(1

"J

Rapper Necro
joins show at
Arena Tuesday

c

•t

AMANDA SHAPIRO
Staff Writer

Now in its third year, the Sounds
of the Underground tour will soon
launch metal,
hardcore . and
metalcore
MoreonGWAR
bands straight
See Page A10
into a city near

ill

you.

Chimaira
· Every lime IDie
Job for aCowboy

Neao
Daitest Hour
AmonAmarth

The Acada Strain
The Devil Wears Prada
HeavyHeavylow Low
The Number Twelve looks Like You
Goatwhore
2Cents

Time: 1 p.m.
Place: UCF Arena
Cost: $26.

Scratch that The Bounds of the
Underground tour will launch metal,
hardcore and metalcore bands into
the Arena near you.
For the city ofOrlando, the wait is
almost over. Headlining the tour this
year is GWAR, a thrash m~tal band
best known for their outlandish costumes, graphic lyrics and crude stage
antics. The band has grown with the
rookie music festival since its 2005
debut
Set to take over the UCF Arena
Tuesday, the tour will feature the
headliners with support by Cbimaira,
Every Tune I Die and Necro among
the other 15 bands on the bill. This
year, spotlights were placed on
GWAR and Necro.
Kicking off his first major tour,
Necro joins the crew as somewhat of
a musical outcast. Fusing components inherent to multiple genres,
Necro defies social stereotypes and
shatters boundaries as he performs
what he's coined ''metal hip-hop."
But don't even think of confusing
his work with rap rock
"Metal hip-hop is real. Rap rock is
commercialized," Necro said. "The
difference is that you can understand
what I'm saying in my lyrics. I'm
painting pictures for the people."
The rapper has collaborated with
some of the biggest names in the
metal world, citing members from
Shadows Fall, Suffocation, Anthrax
and Twelve 'Ilibes. Among his lists of
credits, Necro is also a producer and
film director.
As CEO of his independent label
Psycho+Logical-Records, he's taken
control ofhis craft to bring audiences
quality music.
"I break my back to put this stuff
out," he said. "My reputation is on the
line." Necro is more than proud to be
a metal head and happily reminds
people that he's worked alongside
Sepultura and Obituary.
But as with most artists who
attempt to break the mold, controversy travels close behind.
PLEASE SEE

METAL OK AlO
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Spoon digs in with release of sixth album '

•

•

WILLIAM GOSS
StaffWriter

Riding a wave of seemingly endless - and rightfully
earned - acclaim, Austinbased alt-rock outfit Spoon is
back with their sixth album,
Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga, touting 10
tracks that fit quite comfortably into their pantheon of
mellow melodies.

BIG SCREEN

COURTESY WARNER BROS. PICTURES

HARRY POTTER AND THE ORDER OF
THE PHOENIX (PG-13)

•

•

Harry Potter is faced with the unreliability of
the very government of the magical world
and the impotence of the authorities at
Hogwarts. Despite this (or perhaps because
of it), he finds depth and strength iri his
friends, beyond what even he knew;
boundless loyalty; and unbearable sacrifice.
Directed by: David Yates
Starring: Daniel Raddiffe, Rupert Grint, Emma
Watson, Imelda Staunton, George Harris, Helena Bonham Carter, Natalia Tena, Kathryn
Hunter, Evanna Lynm, Gary Oldman

COURTESY AFTER DARK FILMS

CAPTIVITY (R)

•

..

Afashion model and a chauffeur are
kidnapped and held hostage in a small
room by a serial killer. While the madman
methodically terrorizes them, the victims
draw strength from each other and fall in
love.
Directed by: Roland Joffe
Starring: Elfsha Cuthbert, Daniel Gillies, Pruitt
Taylor Vince, Laz Alonso, Michael Hamey

CJTHETUBE

9:30 p.m. NBC The Singing Bee
Joey Fatone hosts this game show in which
contestants try to remember song lyrics in
order to win money. Soun9s like American
Idol to me.
9:30 p.m. FOX Don'tForget the Lyrics

Karaoke singers must remember song
lyrics for a chance to win up to $1 million.
This show is hosted by Wayne Brady. The
idea seems really original, but I can't help
feeling like I've heard it before.

thltiMdlfiiMMIA
9 p.m. NBC The Office
Still in "vacation mode" after his trip to
Jamaica, Michael tries to hang on to his '
relaxed island vibe despite a wave of office
hassles. But it becomes too much when an
e-mail containing a racy vacation photo is
forwarded around the office. Pam gets
caught in the middle as Jim and Karen
argue.

10 p.m. Comedy Central Black Sheep
To head off political embarrassment, the
aide (David Spade) of a gubernatorial
candidate (Tim Matheson) shepherds his
boss' uncouth brother (Chris Farley). Watch
this movie now before a really bad movie
~~vith the same name comes out later this
year.
9 p.m. ESPN 1007 ESP'fAwards

Lebron James co-hosts with Jimmy
Kimmel in the sport's world version of the
Oscars.
- COMPILED BY WOODY WOMMACK

BILLBOARD
TOP SELLING ALBUMS:
Artist I Title I Label
1. Miley Cyrus I Hannah
Montana2 (Soundtrack) I
Walt Disney/Hollywood

2. Kelly Clarkson I My
December I RCA

3. Bon Jovi I Lost Highway I
Mercury/Island

Even with the occasionally
accusatory lyrics flaring up
here and there ("Don't You
Evah"), it's hard to deny that
this album comes off as relatively passive in the wake of
the back-to-back conviction
that propelled their past two
albums, 2002's Kill The Moonlight and 2005's Gimme Fiction, not to mention a noteworthy contribution to last

year's Stranger Than Fiction
soundtrack.
However, Spoon fans are
still spoiled by a merely
decent effort, and newcomers
have a reasonable sampler
with which to introduce
themselves, from the familiar
strums of "Don't Make Me a
Target" and "Rhythm and
Soul," to the distinctly rousing likes of ''You Got Yr. Cher-

ry Bomb" and "The Underdog,"
the latter of which features
hooks so catchy, they ought to
ask for ~onsent before invading
your head.
Their cooling-off period following Gimme Fiction seems to
have lent a greater maturity to
lead ·singer ~ritt Daniel's
vocals, or at least as much
seems evident in the more
haunted ("The Ghost of You

Lingers"), seductive ("Eddie's
Ragga," "My Little Japanese
Cigarette Case") and nostalgic
("Finer Feelings,'' "Black Like
Me") tunes peppered throughout
Inevitably growing in its
appeal on repeat listens, it's
everything anyone could want
from a new Spoon album, and
yes, that includes all ofyou who
just don't know it yet.

Spoon
Album: Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga

****•

Label: Merge Records
In Stores Tuesday

Know when -to
wear makeup
JAMIE SALMASIAN
StaffWriter

It's sUlllllier, and there's no
better time for natural beauty.
I am a huge fan of fashion
magazines, but sometimes all
of the airbrushed emphasis
on flaw-free celebs is too
much for me.
Instead of highlighting
people's great features, such
as their eye color, beauty
marks or smile, the pages are
covered with photos of models who have false eyelashes,
Collagen-injected . lips and
not so much as a freckle on
their faces.
PHOTOS COURTESY WWW.PEOPLE.COM
What's wrong with not
Celebs
Jessica
Alba (top} and Jessica
wearing a lot or any makeup Simpson (above)
didn't mind posing
sometimes?
makeup-free for a People magazine
A few months ago, People photo shoot a few months ago.
magazine did something I
appreciated. They featured a some, especially for someone
great story in the magazine who is in the spotlight.
titled "10 Stars Without
Now, rm not saying makeMakeup ... Honest!" I found up is bad and if you use it,
the story very refreshing.
you're not comfortable with
It showed some top-name your skin; I feel that makeup
celebrities who didn't mind should be used in moderabeing photographed without tion.
makeup or airbrushing. Some
Makeup is a big part of
of them included Rachel Bil- fashion; and it can be a lot of
son. Jessica Biel, Eva Longo- fun, but there is a time and a
ria, Jessica Simpson and Jessi- place for it
ca Alba It was-really inspiring
When going out on a date,
to see these women bare to a social or to work, don't be
their faces and not have any afraid to freshen up your
shame, especially when we look; that's understandable.
are used to seeing them all · But when going to class,
dolled tip for events.
the grocery store or even the
They were all quoted say- gw, I see dozens. of gil'.ls
ing why they didn't mind with makeup plastered to
being photographed without their faces, and I can't undermakeup, and belieye it or not, stand it .
Simpson's quote surprised ·
Drew Barrymore was also
me.
featured in the same issue of
"I don't feel the need to People and had a lot of upliftimpress anymore," Simpson ing opinions about beauty.
told People. "fve worked for a
"I just think happiness is
long time to get w.here I am, what makes you pretty. Periand now I can be comfortable od. Happy people are beautiin my own skin. I feel more in ful," Barrymore told People.
control of my life. Outward
We all have to understand
appearance .iS just secondary that everyone gets pimples or
to the confidence that I feel has bad hair days. Makeup
inside."
and fashion will always go
Note to self. Doesn't Simp- hand in hand, but sometimes
son do the infomercials for you have to realize beauty is
Proactiv Solution? Even. so, in the eye of the beholder, not
her opinion is pretty awe- in that tube of lipstick.

Not your average cup ofjoe
LAUREN PAULAUSKAS
Staff Writer

In a wotld of Starbucks,
and Barnie's, a new coffeehouse hopes to separate itself
from the usual group of
brewers.
Java Dave's Push Play
. Cafe, aptly named for the
music flowing out its open
doors, offers a good cup of
coffee and a tie to the community in a spacious, relaxing
and artful environment
"When that customer
walks through that door,
never underestimate who
they are," Mike Gottino tells
his employees. "They're why
we're here."
Gottino and his wife,
Amber, own the cafe two
miles north ofUCF at 3100 N.
Alafaya Trail in Oviedo.
A professional filmmaker
and photographer, Gottino
said the cafe is just a small
part of his big plan: Supporting independent artists.
He wants artists from all
walks of life to be able to play
at his cafe. The hope, he said,
is to have people saying,
"When you come to Orlando,
you gotta come play here."
On Thursday nights, the
cafe serves up hot and cold
drinks, food and good music
- all while relaxing to blues
music in a coffee-scented
room.
The action usually starts
around 9 p.m. Get a seat fast
because as the night heats up,

the place fills up even faster.
''Push Play goes to a whole
othet level,'' Mike Gottino
said. "This is a people cafe.
This is a community cafe."
The weekly saxophone
player at the cafe is an engineer by day and a music lover
by night
"fve been to other blues
jams, but this is a little better
organized," sax player Mike
Feher said. "It's clean, there's
no smoke and it's not far from
my house."
The Wmter Springs artist
said the coffee's not bad,
either.
Every night of the week
offers entertainment and
brew. ·
And yes, they have beer at
a wide selection too. Eighteen
choices of beer accompany
their selection of wine for
their two-for-one beer nights
on Tuesdays.
But ifsomething non-alcoholic suits your fancy,
smoothies and teas are available -that is, ifyou can't fmd
something you want on the
menu of20 coffee or espresso
drinks.
"Nobody wants to drink
coffee from a gray cup.
Nobody wants to drink coffee
from a pmple cup," Gottino
said That's why he offers
drinks in big mugs to sip on
while playing a game of chess
atthe bar.
The wireless Internet
PLEASE SEE
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See GWAR on terror
ABEABORAYA

•
•

Metal hip-hop breaks the mold

Editor in Chief

Here's the thing: When
you interview GWAR's front
man, Oderus Urungus, you
are interviewing two people.
In some realms, that's
called bipolar disorder, but for
Urungus, it's been a tradition
for more than 20 years. As the
only remaining original member of GWAR that still performs, Urungus (whose Earth
name is Dave Brockie) has
been nurturing a character he
started back when g1am rock
was just getting started
''Very perceptive of you,
human, you get a cookie," Urungus said ·~scabby cookie.''
Well, there you have it.
GWAR is headlini,ng the
Sounds of the Underground
tour, and ifyou've never heard
of the band, be forewarned:
Things are going to get messy
when it hits the UCF Arena
Tuesday.
Really messy. And disgusting. Fake bodily fluids will
soak anyone close to the stage
in the tradition of a macabre
Gallagher.
"I don't think anyone else
takes the character development and the action to the
level that GWAR does,"
Brockie said. "It's such a
tremendous amount of work,
getting this show ready and
making it work every day is a
daunting task, and that's why
bands shy away from it."
But first, let's run through a
quick history: GWAR started
back in 1985, before most of
the graduating class at UCF
was born. Their punk rock,
thrash metal shows may have
lacked a certain musical
finesse, but the stage show
more than made up for it.
The band forged a. name
for themselves and soon had a
following. Their songs told
the epic tail of six aliens who
were banished to Antarctica
after trying to take over the
·universe.
After they were awakened
in '84, they realized the only
way off the planet was to
awaken the Earth Maggot, a
giant maggot at the center of
the Earth.
The trick was they had to
kill as many people as possible
to awaken the maggot which, on a side note, left
Earth in 1994 without them.
"Left without us, the bastard," Urungus said
And that's the mythology
in a nutshell
When the band released
Beyond Hell in 2006, however,
a new side emerged. The
entire album told one single
story: GWAR goes to hell,
beats up Satan and now uses
hell as a vacation spot.
Now the live show will tell
that story in full theater,
including a special spot on the
tour for Satan himself.
'We still really enjoy these
characters a whole helluva
lot," Brockie said 'We've created personas bigger than our
own lives."
The group has never been
one to shy away from controversy. The spiky war heroes
have maimed, mutilated and
otherwise desecrated political
rigun!s- every president since
Reagan - and other cul- ~
tural icons and
·\
'
celebrities.
,
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music subculture. Though he

•

has never sold more than

30,000 copies of a single
obses.5ion with sex and death, album, Necro seems content
Necro talks about the intense and finds solace in the fact
that his material is original
stigma surrounding his lyrics.
"I'm brutal," Necro said
He has helped produce
"People ask me if rm horror- and market more than 23
core. Hell no! rm not some- albums without the help of a
thing thafs failed I could care major label His do-it-yourless ifpeople doµ't like it Put self ethics are heavily remime in front of 1,000 people niscent of the early hardcore
music movement and showand let me make 100 fans."
Examples of this brutal . case his determination to
lyrical work appear in a song make himselfknown.
called "Creepy Crawl" as an
· Necro i~ just one of the
artistic glimpse into the many reasons why this year's
Charles Manson murders, tour will permanently
written as though they were cement itself into the minds
from Manson's point ofview. of the show's attendees.
For $26, fans can catch 15
Growing up in the projects, Necro started his career of their favorite metal bands
in music by playing guitar in for an all-day extravaganza.
various bands. His love for The UCF Arena show starts
metal followed liim. to the at 1 p.m. and will last well into
microphone where he would thenight.
do most of his damage.
For those who can't make
Soon, the dark and intense it out to the metal fest this
realities of life started making Tuesday, Hot Topic will featheir way into his lyrics, and ture a limited edition threeNecro found himself the disc CD/DVD set from
leader of an underground artists on this year's bill
Pinpointed for his apparent

•

•

LADIES DRINK FREE UNTIL MIDNIGHT.
$5 SUPER PREMIUMS UNTIL MIDNIGHT.

•

NO COVER 21 + BEFORE MIDNIGHT. $5 FOR 18+
Back in 1990, Brockie was
arrested after a show for
breaking obscenity laws after
simulating sex with a giant
''rubber butt" on stage, Brockie said. Police officers took
photos of him ·after the show
wearing nothing but his "Cuttlefish of Cthulhu" - which
is a prosthetic penis - and
entered the photos into evidence.
"You have to get arrested
by the cops at least once to
have a reputation as a rock
star,'' Brockie said
At times, the band has
been banned from performing
in cities, and for a time even
went by the pseudonym
RAWG when performing in
certain areas to avoid arrest
At this show, the band has a
new addition to the stage
show that could very well
strike a nerve with college students.
'We have a stirring tribute
to Virginia Tech,'' Urungus
said. ''We found ·that Asian
dude in hell, and we're bringing him back to life on stage.
He'll be heavily armed, and
he's gonna try and break his
record We're gonna need a lot
ofpeople up front
'Then, as soon as he breaks
the record, we're chopping his
freaking head off," Urungus
said "Ifs our 'tribute to education' section of the show.''
So what · happens after
GWAR does damage to the
Arena? The band will record
another album and take a
"welcome break from the
road" before touring next
summer, Brockie said
In the meantime, Brockie
had some advice for UCF students.
"I advise all ofyou to resign
from your major and study
gynecology
exclusively,''
Brockie said
Urungus, naturally, took
things further.
'What do you expect from
a guy who's severely diluted on
drugs, and drunk, who knows
the secrets of the

has forgotten four out of five of
them?
"GWAR is coming back to
your humble little abode in
Orlando, and the GWARfans are
called upon by Oderus Urungus
to parade your genitals around
and ..."
Why the ellipses? Quite
frankly, we can't print the rest of
that quote.

DOORS AT l OPM l 0$ / $7 FOR MEMBERS AFTER l 2 BECOME A MEMBER AT BLACKOUTORLANDO COM
18+ WELCOME FOR VIP CALL 32 l 25 l 8059 VALET PARKING ALSO AVAILABLE.
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COURTESYWWW.GWAR.NET

The aliens of GWAR were banished to Antarctica after trying to take over the universe.

Entertainment every night
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allows anyone to check their
e-mail while listening to the
amateur comedians tell their
best jokes on Monday or Saturday's open mic nights.
Doug "Graves" Young,
owner of Dead End Productions, said, ''We were all original comics, but I came off the
road about two years ago."
He found out about this gig
from a woman in his audio
class. "She mentioned they
were looking for open mies,
and he [the owner] was pretty
excited about it He's supported us ever since."
"If you've ever worked at a
temp place, you know they
pay you just enough to make
you bitter, but not kill anyone,"
sajd Kendra Corrie, up-andcdhllng comedienne on th€f,

"'

last Monday in June.
She won first place in the
competition that the live entertainment company put on.
Young said he enjoys the
cafe for the coffee, as well
"They do an iced hot chocolate," he said "Ifs an oxymoron,
I know, but it's great." The
french vanilla cappuccino was
another good choice, he said,
and it also made him hyper.
Kara Werner, an employee
of the cafe, painted depictions
. of legendary artists, such as
Bob Dylan, on the cafe's walls.
Until Gottino's full dream
is realized, he and his wife will
besupportingthecommunity
by brewing one cup of their
Italian-style coffee at a time.
''Without the community,
we're just another coffeehouse,'' he said. "Our doors
are always open."
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. I,eew-ay for Libby
,

undermines laws

...

E

ver wonder why people in
America bygin to lose
faith in Democracy?
Perhaps the answer to that has
something to do with President
Bush's decision to sell Richard
Cheney's chief of staff, I. Lewis
"Scooter" Libby, a get-out-ofjail-free card after a jury convicted him of perjury, obstruc-t
tion of justice and making false
statements to the FBI.
Libby first landed in trouble
after an interview with Judith
Miller of the New York Times in
2003 in which Libby may have
revealed the identity of CIA
operative Valerie Planie. ·
We say "may" because the
great irony of Libby's involvement in the CIA leak case is that
the lies Libby was convicted for
make it nearly impossible to
decide if what he said ·to Miller
actually violated federal law.
When questioned by the FBI
on whether he knew of Plame's
identity before his interview
with Miller or not, Libby
appeared to develop a rather
unique case of amnesia. He told
the FBI and later a grand jury
that he first learned of Plame
from journalist Tim Russert.
Russert, however, testified
that Libby had prior knowledge
• · of
Plame before the two men
spoke.
The grand jury also came to
the conclusion that Libby would ·
have known of Plame from discussions with Cheney.
After 10 days of deliberation,
jurors decided on March 6 to
convict Libby on four of five
charges. Libby was sentenced
• on June 5 to serve 30 months in
prison and pay a $250,000 fine.
That's the way we usually do
things in this country: Man goes.
to trial; jurors find man guilty;
man goes to prison.
It seemed like a done deal for
Libby. After the conviction, his
defense team decided against
pursuing a second trial.-Could
they have possibly sensed what
was to come?
The answer, sadly, is a
resounding yes.
Enter Bush.
1_;
Flying in like a guardian
angel on July 2, Bush decided to
commute Libby's prison sentence while maintaining the
• guilty verdict and the fine
already imposed.
"I respect the jury's verdict,"

•

•

•

•

"

Bush said. "But I have concluded that the prison sentence
given to Mr. Libby is excessive."
Funny, we never figured
Bush to be the soft-on-crime
type.
What ever happened to the
man who presided over 152 executions during his stint as govemor - more than in any other
state in recent history?
Here we have a high-level
member of the Bush White
House convicted of lying in federal court about incidents that
could be acts of treason, yet
Blish seems to think that a fine
and a damaged reputation are
punishment enough.
Forget the fact that Libby's
crimes could carry with them a
punishment of up to 25 years in
prison and a $1 million fine. In
light of that, Libby's two and a
half years in prison don't seem
to be as excessive as Bush
would like Americans to pretend they are.
As for the president's
"respect" for the jury's Q.ecision,
there seems to be very little.
What the president has done
in essence is to say, "Libby is
completely guilty of the crimes
alleged, but he shouldn't be punished too 'much for it." Yes,
mixed messages are the best
medicine to placate the public.
It seems logical that when
dealing with one of his own
who broke the law, Bush wouldn't spare the lash. A wiser decision would have been to prove
to the American public that the
administration does not play
favorites. Libby should have
been given his full legal punishment as decided for him by his
fellow citizens who also found
him to be in violation of his
country's laws.
Too bad Bush doesn't take
the case more seriously or he
would know that he should treat
his staff tougher than average
citizens. When the government
publicly shows disdain for the
law, you know this country's in
for trouble.
So why did the president take
the opposite path?
' In light of the jury's decision,
Bush had to decide on damage
control.
Above all, the president did
not want pictures of a former .
prominent White House aide in
an orange jumpsuit on ~he 6

~
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o'clock news, but neither did the
president want to risk the political backlash that would certainly come from a full pardon.
The CIA leak case· is the
newest pet of conspiracy buffs
who claim that top leaders of
the White House, including
Cheney and Karl Rove, purposefully revealed Plame's identity in
retribution for her husband's,
Joe Wilson's, op-ed in The New
York Times refuting the White
House claim that Iraq was
obtaining uranium from Africa
A full pardon would only
exaggerate rumors of unchecked
governmental power and a saturation of corruption on all levels
of the Bush administration.
Bush decided to take the
middle road in handling Libby,
the safest possible strategy
when you don't mind sacrificing
the laws of your country to save
the face of a deteriorating
administration.
·
Make no mistake about it,
Libby is a marked man. The fervor with which Americans call
for his punishment stems directly from our pent-up anger with
the Bush administration.
Libby is the unhappy result
of an age of unquestioned
authority in the White House in
the post-Sept. 11 world. Not until
after the war in Iraq became
inalterable did we receive an
epiphany that our leaders might
actually lie to us.
When the CIA leak case
broke, most Americaris smelled
blood and went for the throat.
No doubt Bush felt the same
vibe, which is why he is allowing Libby to fade away fro_m the
public eye rather than be the
sacrificial lamb.
.....
But it's a"'d~cision tlfa~Will
only deepen the void between
the American people and presidential power.
Libby broke the law, not even
the president doubts that, so
why does Libby get the easy
way out where others would go
to prison?
There is no reason Bush can
give to justify his decision,
which is pretty much a halfhearted pardon without any significant reasons given as
grounds for it. Nor can he claim
respect for the laws and judicial
bodies of our society by proving
that the best defense for guilty
men is to be well connected. ·
~

"B oston Pops end
Fo
with a dud
Y

ou'd think an institution
as old as the Boston Pops
- they were founded in
1885, after all - would know a
little something about tradition.
Apparently not. The famous
orchestra, the figurehead of all
Fourth of July celebrations,
' chose not to end their fireworks
display to the classic music of
the "1812 Overture."
So what worthy tune
usurped the fan-favorite "Overture's" position in the grand .
fmale?
What great musical epic
could better capture the imagination of spectators staring up
into a night sky exploding in
fantastic dreamlike colors?
The theme to the film Independence Day.
· Certainly the Pops are capable of performing something
better than that. Perhaps there's
just something about an 11-yearold movie concerning aliens
invading the world and blowing
up the White House that just
screams, ''.AMERICA!"
We understand that the Pops
want to be trendy. Last year, the
"Overture" w~umped for a
rock music score. But the Pops

<

music speeds up to a frantic
are really stretching things
pace, and the drumbeat
when a movie that was playedout back in the '90s is dusted off · becomes like a rapid heartbeat
and presented as cutting edge.
of some great creature moving
swiftly forward.
·
With the themes to Sesame
Yeah, it's cheesy, but all the
Street and Pirates of the
same, we can still smell the
Caribbean, much more iconic
tunes, backing up the grand
smoke of cannon fire and see
finale, we are only left wonderthe afterimage of fireworks
ing why the Pops would Choose when we close our eyes.
Beat that Independence Day.
such an obscure melody for
their biggest moment of the
We know that Tchaikovsky's
"Overture," in honor of
year.
The grand finale must have
Napoleon's failed invasion of
left many viewers scratching
Russia, has very little to do with
their heads for the next three
the American Revolution or the
hours as they struggled to figsigning of the Declaration of
ure out where they heard that
Independence. Nevertheless, the
music before. This irritating
music has connected itself so
sensation can only be followed
fully to our memories of the
by complete disappointment
Fourth that the Pops need
resulting from answering the
replace it at their own peril.
Hopefully, next year the Pops
former question and an instinctive desire to scream, ''What the will decide to go back to basics
F#&@?!"
when they rap up their score.
If such is the cost of trendiThey should start deciding
ness, then we'll keep our record now to play for the fans in the
players and foot-long cell
future rather than trying to
phones, thank you very much.
wrangle up younger audiences
There's nothing quite like
with the greatest hits of unreseeing a burst of gold in the sky
markable movies.
synced perfectly to the crash of
If not, we can always tum off
a cymba)it or a barrage of firethe televisifm and head outside
works igniting the air as the
with bottle rockets and iPods.

WAYNE STAYSKAL/TAMPA TRIBUNE

Don't be tongue-tied
by foreign languages
guage supplements, and even
Most UCF students cringe
candy bar wrappers aren't allat the words "foreign lanEnglish anymore
guage" and ''requirement" in
the same sentence. I'll admit, I
Being bilingual has definitely been beneficial to me. I can't
used to cringe too. It wasn't
tell you hciw wonderful it is to
until I took Spanish in high
understand the gist of all those
school that I fell in love with
Spanish television shows.
the thought of knowing and
My colleagues at work
speaking two completely difappreciate my Spanish studies.
ferent languages.
Being bilingual, I'ni able to
In fact, I'm so in love with
JENNIFER ALVIRA
Staff Writer
better communicate the comlanguages that I decided to
pany's products and promominor in Spanish just after my
first class at UCF.
·
tions to Spanish-speaking customers.
Talking in a customer's native lanIt's almost inescapable in Florida universities: Foreign language requirements guage makes the customer feel a lot
will catch up with you sooner rather
more comfortable, which in turn, makes
him or her more likely to continue shopthan later. To be admitted to the univerping with us. I'm the only one at my job
sity, students need to complete tWo
that has any knowledge of a second lanyears of the same foreign language or
sign language in high school. Those who guage so I, feel a lot more valuable.
It's not just about being good at your
don't must pass eight to 10 credit hours
in college or take a CLEP or proficiency
job though. It's about appreciating
another culture and opening an entirely'
exam prior to graduation.
different door of communication.
Either way, the foreign language
requirement needs to be satisfied. Some
UCF seems to understand this. The
university had its second annual Spanish
baccalaureate degrees even require students to take the one-year equivalent of
orientation session in June, which
catered to parents and students whose
a forelgiirallguage regardless.
-first language is Spanish. ·
It's easy to get discouraged, but takIt's refreshing to see that UCF is trying .a foreign language course shouldn't
ing and succeeding at drawing students
feel like a chore.
in from every nationality. But it also
Actually, excelling in your foreign
language course could benefit you in the shows that Spanish and other foreign
languages are quickly becoming an
long run.
I think most students miss the impor- important part of America as diversity
grows.
tan~e of being bilingual. More and more
Even if you've completed the-foreign
jobs are seeking employees who can
language requirement, your education
speak at least two different languages
fluently. A growing immigrant populashould not stop there.
Take another class or two if you can
tion in the U.S. that is not fluent in Engand consider a minor in a foreign lanlish requires American companies to
guage as a supplement to your major.
become more universal.
If classes don't fit into your financial
Based on the 2005 U.S. Census, 25.4
percent of people in Florida spoke a lan- budget or if time is a concern, the UCF
library has a few foreign-language books
guage other than.English at home.
And the need to communicate effecthat all UCF students have access to.
If time is still an issue, listening to
tively ent~rs into the workplace as well.
foreign-language tapes on the drive to
According to the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, by 2008, 41 percent of
work or school can give any interested
the·nation's 39 million workers will be
student time to practice.
members of minority groups.
Learning foreign languages is a mix
Obviously, the demand for bilingualof cultural awareness and trying someism is high these days. Companies want
thing different.
It's fun to learn something completeto reach out to their customers and
increase trust and interaction by distrib- ly outside most of our comfort zones,
but picking up a second language may
uting information in a person's native
be a strong career choice as well.
language.
Many newspapers offer Spanish-Ian-

The Futute encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered fur publication, letters
to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit fur length,Submit them online at
www.CentralRoridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

READER VIEWS
two union representatives sit on a
UCF should take heed the
negotiating team that can't take place
until these people's day shifts are done,
of Physical Plant union with
negotiations often running into the
As students enjoy the long, hot days
of summer lounging around pools and
casually watching the days flutter by, the
school's workers are engaged in long,
tedious negotiations with the school,
fighting for a more just workillg environment.
Workers in the Physical Plant have
unionized to come together in solidarity
for a stronger labor voice at school, but
as ours is a ''right to work state," the
union can only do so much. One of the
most interesting experiences any student at UCF can have is attending these
negotiations to see how the university is
treating people who are making less
than $9.50 per hour.
The university would be smart to
remember that they are supposed to
serve as a platform to better society.
One of the sticking points in contract
negotiations is a discussion on administrative leave ~r workers represented in
the union's n~otiating team. Currently,

evening, and the union wants negotiations to take place during the day so that
the people who are doing the most
labor-intensive work at school can get fo
spend quality time with their families.
The union is seeking pay for these
people at their hourly wages to engage
in discussion with people to make a better university. The school says the union
·should pay these people, but the union
is composed of workers trying to scrape
by and support their families in a state
where any sort of labor protection has
been systematically decimated by the
state.
Workers make the school run the
same way our internationally renowned
professors do; the same way President
John Hitt does. UCF runs because of the
workers - not in spite of them!
Workers rights are human rights!

\i

- ERIC EINCiOLD
Political Science/ Spanish double?najor
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Technical Sales

Telephone Actresses
Work from your own home. Flexible
· full and part time shifts available.
Weekly payroll checks mailed or
through direct deposit. You must
have a corded telephone in a private
area of your home. We employ
1400+ agents nationwide.
Great job for college students.
Check us out at phoneactress.com
1-800-325-6608
•

Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become mo.ms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.
Sales/Mktg/Promo Reps
Event mktg firm seeks dynamic reps
for on-going cc promos at Orlando
Airport. Must have strong work ethic,
positive attitude, good people skills.
Fun FIT or PIT job, flex sched, great
$$$, pd training. 888-691-1810.
Earn $800-$3200 Monthly
to drive brand new cars
with ads place9 on them.
www.AdCarDrive.com

Opening August 2007 in Winter
Springs. Come work in a fun
atmosphere! Servers & cooks
needed. Will train. Request an
application by e-mailing
sportsappetite@aol.com.

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421
ON FILE

Looking for a career in hospitality? Do you have apositive,
professional attitude? Are you selfdriven?

I .T. firm seeks motivated people to
assist our sales team. Flexible hours,
part time but advancement potential.
No previous experience required .
Students that have completed 60+
hours in 4-year Business or
Engineering program will be
considered. Please send cover
letter/resume to resumes@vistaits.com.
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayaftemoon.net*'*
email resume: info@dogdayafternoon.net
We're changing the worldll
Law of Attraction transforms lives.
Work online on your schedule.
Full info: www.goldMindgroup.com
Texas Hold'em Players Wanted.
Free to play. Win Great prizes.
Always looking for dealers.
www.allinpokerseries.com
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
JOIN OUR TEAM- BRING FRIENDS
Fast walkers to dist. flyers in Ori & surr.
·areas. Start now, we'll train. Up to
$10/hr. Perks! Need car & cell. PT/FT
407-359-5901 or 321-287-0757

Responsibilities inalucfe:

-Managihg ticket sales prbl:es~·

You wUI eojoy t!ie f<itlowmg ~nellt.si
- l'ull health ~delitafitJSun:mre.
- C<lmp<>ny ptAid lift kt$.l!al:IUI
- 4(.) 1(k) & lots mort?!

Rate
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Tune
Help Wanted: Full-Tune
Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

(

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

(

(

B
B
B
A
A
B

AIR Clerk
(Rouse & Univ) M-F 1 :00-5:30,
$8-$12/hr. Record invoices and
payments, collections, and
customer service call overflow.
Excellent phone & computer skills.
Send resume to billin!J@simsol.com

Leasing Consultant
Hunter's Ridge Apts in Winter Park
Mon and Fri 9-6 and Sat 9-5. No exp.
req'd. $8.25/hr +commission.
Call 407-677-7070
Janitorial part-time in the Oviedo and
Orlando Airport areas. Evenings 5
days a week. Call 407-359-2743 or
407-529-5133

E
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la &and~&: loyalty Workfw You!
MmmAi: Your Goals -W'idc
•&7$000~~
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Office Assistant for busy
online retailer. Computer-proficiency
& customer service skills required.
Casual environment, flex hrs. Fax
resume to: 321-214-5986. Email to:
mbm@lusciouscargo.com

Classified Sales Rep
wanted for the
Central Florida Future.
Outbound sales exp. preferred
Make minimum $8+/hr.
- PLUS monthly bonus!
E-mail resume and availability to
trishal@KnlghtNewspapers.com

Oviedo house on Alafaya Trail.
Looking for 3 glrls/3 guys that are
friends and want to move in
together. 4 min drive to UCF b/c
there is ZERO traffic In Oviedo.
Wireless internet, house tiled 20
days ago, utllites, electricity, trash
removal, internet, cable, and lawn
care built into rent. All appliances
also included. No huge parties
but get togethers with 'friends and
beer is acceptable. For more
Information or to schedule a visit
please reach Steven at 407-6161628 or skay99@tampabay.rr.com.

~

c

/NFRASAFE

Web Services Admin & Software
Engineer needed for federal
contractor located in Research Park.
Full time pay w/benefits. Please
apply at www.infrasafe.com or send
resume to careers@infrasafe.com.

You're going to love this! It's FREE! All
materials are FREE! Please go to
mypowermall.com/biz/home/13996
and spread the word
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

WWW. UCFCondos.COM
Condos And Homes For Rent &
Sale. Free 24/7 Website With Pies &
Info. Century 21. Rick Sletten
321-438-4568

***BE YOUR OWN LANDLORD***
For a FREE Special
Report on How
To Stop Renting Visit:
www.FreeOrlandoRealEst
atelnfo.com
or call (877)764-3675 id#

1001

Weekend Grounds Cleaner
Hunter's Ridge Apts. Sat and Sun.
7:30 a.m.-9:30 a.m. $14/hr.
Call 407-677-7070

2 Bedroom 2.5 Bathroom
Townhouse. Hawthorne Glen, close
to UCF, SCC and Valencia.
Phone: 407-694-4975

Ulltl.H~""~

2006 3/2.5 Avalon Lakes Townhome
1900 sqft, New W/D and Frig, Built in
Office, Garage opener, Gated w/pvt
pool & fitness, basic cbl incl. Avail
NOW (321) 277 4002

"lta11rtuao aMel' ~

3/2 Home for rent in quiet Oviedo
neighborhood. 5 minutes from UCF.
Large Fenced Yard. Wash/Dryer inc.
Pet Restrictions apply. Move in
available immediately, call for
details. 407-587-9897. ·

Cal Today For Deta&!

407-722-3022
«email}QQt~to~~

TOWNHOUSE NEAR UCF
2 Master Bedrooms, 2.5 Bathrooms
1/2 mi. from UCF & Research Park
Close to Waterford Lakes Town
Center2 Parking Spaces, W/D
included. $850/Month 407-31()-6583
East Orlando 3bd/2.5ba. Community
pool. )awn svc incl. Tiled, fenced,
fireplace, quiet neighborhood. No pets.
$1125/mo. Avail now. Call 407-9255619
Home away fom home! 5 suites under
one roof with common living areas for
5 individual$. $850/suite/mo all util incl.
with brand new bed and furniture.
Call 407-491-2176

Rooms tor rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803

3/2.5/1 car garage. 3 parking spots.
Winter Spings-Oviedo, Gated Comm.
Barclay's Reserve off of 434 1600 sq.
ft. $1295/mo. Call 407-366-5807
Farm For Rent. 3 acres, fenced, with
212 home, horse barn and shed. Home
has 4 car covered parking. The farm is
located 0.6 mi east of Avalon Pkwy
btwn E. Colonial Dr. (Hwy 50) and Old
Cheney.< 5 mi to UCF. $1400/mo incl.
trash collection. 407-865-4684

Single Family Homes
Lakefront: EXlra nice and clean! Lots of
upgrades. 41212 All appl., comm. pool
from $1390 Call 407-833-0063
Newly built townhome,a mile from UCF
3/2.5bath,upgrade kitchen & appliance
washer/dryer, tiles 1st floor,
private backyard.community pool
call cherry or dante 954-608-4649

New 2nd floor condos in ·
Gated Regent Park! All new
appliances. Rent Includes cable,
internet,water,sewer & trash. Near
VCC,UCF & Waterford Lakes. Two
units available at $1350 monthly.
Also 2/2.5 townhome avallable at
$1400 monthly. Other rentals
available. Call Marisol Garcia- Exit
Realty HomeQuest at 407-721-2424.

----Knight Newspapers----

@

NOW HIRING

Hilton Grand vacations·

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS

"$t!100J.....aMll.S..-3> ,,,,..,..,~!Mia........(j,~ .

Summer Semester
Monday mornings
5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
Truck or SUV required
$10 an hour

~olht-~~;,,Wt;t,~.-Y~~a~_.~,-.

Grape Juice Antioxidant Study
RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting
a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body
antioxidant status.

mation please call

~
$}8

$J.2

or call 407-447-4555

Large 41212 home. Like new. 10 min
from UCF! Upgraded Appl.
Conservation area
Very private. Students OK. $1495/m
Purchase Option Ok. (407) 341-9415.

5Bdr/2.5Bath (Bonus room
possible 6th Bedroom) 2 Car
Garage. Econ/Lee Vista Area. 12
Miies From UCF. Minutes from UCF
College of Medicine and Burhnam
lnstitute.$1900/Month. First and Last
Required plus $1,500 Security Dep
Call J.P. 407-948.3884

•

New 3/2.5 TH next to UCF
Kitchen appl, W/D, corner of Alafaya
and Park Rd in Walden Chase.
Available August 1st. $1300/mo
305-772-5537
3/2 condo in River Run. 1 mile from
UCF. Brand new, luxury living!
Skylights, garage, driveway, gated
comm. Never lived in. $1350/month
917-478-0501

..

BRANO NEW Townhome in The
Biltmore gated community. 3/2.5, 2 car
garage, utility room, pool, fitness center,
jogging paths. Close to UCF! $1575/mo
Call Karen 407-923-2779
Waterford Lakes Area
3/2/2 home for rent - available immed
$1200/month +sec. dep.
Call 407-701-3639.
UCF/Waterford Lakes area.4/2.5
w/washer and dryer.2300 sqft. •
500/month. Call 407-914-8284.

•)

Brand new large 41212. W/D,
waterfront. Near UCF, pool,gym,tennis
Students OK. $1450/month. Avail nowl
No pets 407-277-4112 or 407-249-2059
Available August
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest $925/mo
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
Call 407-496-0888.
Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go to
www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-!:!71-3659

1/1 Condo 4 Rent
S. Semoran Blvd
$750/month
Quiet, Clean, and Safe!
Call Angela for more info
407-227-9011

~i

6 Waterford Landing 212 condos for
immediate' or Aug. occupancy
available. All appliances incl. $975
mnth. 407-862-9200 x201
Lovely Furnished 2bd/1.5ba apt. Avail
now. Carport for 2 cars. Roommates
OK. $1100/mo. util incl.407-694-3265

Beautiful 2/2 newly

•la
(cnfQl

Jutan

CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE - 1.5ml to UCF
2BD 2.5BA 2 parking spots per unit,
$995/mo-$1000/Dep W/D,DW,MW
Roommates OK- 407-493-2723
CONDO - Hunter's Reserve, upctairs
corner unit. 2 bed/2 bath. $980/mth.
Washing machine and vaulted cei\ings
in unit. Largest floor plan. No pets.
Available Aug 1st. Call 407-230-2219

>)

FOR RENT 2/2.5 Town house in
Cambridge Circle (Alafaya Tri) Small
yard, $850/mo. Call Reeta
321-363-6345.

~

2BR/1 BA CONDO FOR RENT or rent
to own. Owner financing avail. $850,
new kit. & bath, all appl., 1-story w/
patio on ski lake, pets OK. Quiet
Casselberry, 20 min. to UCF.
(407)294-4487 or (813) 361-8642
LUXURY CONDO for Rent - 3BR/2B
10 minutes from UCF. Hardwood
Floors, Granite counter tops kitchen &
baths, new appliances, swimming pool,
fitness center, Internet & Cable $1,450
per month 407-451-5137 (We only rent
to UCF students, we are UCF Grads)

KLG Engineering, located near UCF, seeks Full-time
Administrative Assistant/Receptionist.
Experience with Microsoft Office, multHine phones, and general
office duties a must. Responsiblities indude front desk duties,
correspondence, spread sheets, specifications and submittals. Must
have excellent communication skills, be self motivated and able to
multi-task in a fast paced friendly environment. Experience in
Engineering industry a plus. Willing to work with school schedule.
Competitive salary, benefits & 401K, EOE.

Flexible Shifts;
Unlimited possib11ities
Sunglass Icon is owned by
Oakley and is a nation wide
company with over 130 stores.
3 new stores will be added in
Orlando this Summer!!!
If you are outgoing
energetic and sales driven

rroberson@klgllc.com
or fax 407 .830.6836.
No phone calls please.

~

furnished condo. 2nd floor. 2
miles from UCF. pool, basketball,
tennis, volleyball, fitness room. F,
N/S, no pets.
$625 per month + 1/2 utilities
Call :(561) 339-1274

Now Hiring!!
Downtown Disney!!

Please email resume to:

7-303-4544

•

New 3/2.5 1900 sqft TownhomeUCF/Avalon Park Avail NOW! $1495
Pvt Gated Comm/ PooVFltness ctr,
W/D, FRIG, GAR, CABLE Incl. call
Amy (321) 277-4002 1yr or Mo. to Mo.

~

To qualify you must be a healthy
female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and between 20 and 50 years of age.
You must be able to pa.rticipate in
2 separate double-night stays.

For more inf

$9
$6

2 Bdrm 2 Ba Condo. 1138 sq ft. 3
miles from UCF ;n Waterford Lakes.
All new carpeting & appliances. Basic
cable, garbage, W/D, digital phone,
pool, jacuzzi, & fitness center
included. $1,200/mo. Call 407-6940651

E-mail:trishai@knightnewspapers.com

Seminole Chronicle
• Brief Physical Exam
• Complete Blood Work
• EKG Testing
• Body Composition Analysis
• $300 Compensation

RateB

Available Now!
UCF area, Oviedo 3br/2ba
Brand New Home
$1275/mo. (407) 695-1064

41212 in Lake Nona on Candace Court
W/D incl. $1400/mo
Call Junior@ 321-278-1580
Century 21.

212 Condo for rent 1/2 mile from UCF.
Fully furnished,W/D,2nd floor unit.
$1050/month, includes water/sewer, available August.
Call Ana (407) 234-6511 .

• CltEATUA.OSt Priol- Hilma~

Avalon - Spring Isle 3 bedroom, 2.5
bath with 1 car garage in gated
community with pool $1,475/month
available 8/1 .
Call 407-873-0952

Priv home w/ 5 large suites

for a Free Recorded
Message.

·~~~6

3/2 PRIVATE PROPERTY NO HOA
LARGE SCREEN PORCH
W/JACUZZI MIN FROM UCF $1,600/MO 407-325-3837. AVL 8-1

21212 charming townhome in
Celebration. 2 story, W/D included.
Avail now! $1600/mo all util incl. 407346-9915 or 407-873-3734

ADVERTISING I

!!.m.A
$6
$4

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

3 rooms available

Responsible individual to pick Kids up
after school and drive them to their
.after school activities. Hours: 3pm- to
6ish. Must have Valid Drivers
License/reliable car. 407-872-3920

·~~

First issue:
Each addl issue:

NEED A JOB???

Apt. restoration trainees painting, drywall, carpentry, tile.
Prior exp. a plus. Work near
UCF. Leave msg. at 407-251-2716
Child Care needed for two elementaryage children afternoons in our
Longwood home. Must have own
transportation. $10/hour. 407-875-0696
or newsdeziner@earthlink.net

RATES

Rate
ForSale:Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
A
Announcements
B
Travel"
B
Worship
Miscellaneous
B
B
Wanted

MARKETING STUDENTS:
Perfect Business Opportunity, now
and for your future! Check It out
soon! WWW.NDCS.MYBPl.COM

Spherion'" is looking for an enthusiastic Customer Service/
Concil!rgeprofessional to work for~!

.,. Assistrng resort ~ests with plal1mngfheir daily e®rsio11s
-Building mpp<>ri with IQW/-attmdiim veltd.ars ·

CLASSIFICATIONS
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Call: 407.827.0110
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Are you looking to rent a property
within the next 30-45 days? Please call
Junior at 321-278-1580 for more
information. Century 21
2BR/2BA condo Brand new appl. 1100
sq. ft. 350 S 436 Winter Park, 32792
10 min to UCF. $900/mo. + sec. Water
incl. No Pets. Call 407-657-5451
The Crest at Waterford Lakes
212 $1095 incl. cable, internet, phone.
3/2 $1400 incl. cable, internet, phone.
Property Mgmt Specialists
407-898-9010 ext. 100

•

Waterford Lakes, The Crest
Luxury Condo 2bd/2ba,W/D,cableTV,H/S internet, tel, pool, gym. Util. incl.,
$650/roommate, 407-247-6423
1bd/ba Apartment for rent in
Chuluota. $650/mo All utilities included
cable & high speed internet
Close to UCF & sec
Leave a message@ 407-341-5400 or
407- 365-4281

www. Centra/FloridaFuture.com

LOCATIONILOCATIONILOCATIONI
F roommate needed for beautiful 3/2 in
Ashington Park, behing UCF. Back of
home faces pond, very private, large
bedrooms, all new appl, wood firs with
tile in bdrms. No pets. Must be clean
and respectful. Move in July 23rdAugust 1st. For more info call
561-350-0113.
Hello: $400 to $500 per month,
Knights Landing, UCF shuttle service,
one bed/bath available. I'm the only
other occupant. I work professionally
in Research Park and I'm working
towards a PhD. 407 249 9374 Ken
M/F needed for 412 house in Avalon
Park. Furnished, private bathroom.
$500/mo all util incl. Cable, internet.
Call Maria 407-470-3824
1 Female Roommate N/S Available
ASAP. $475 includes utilities. No pets
Dean Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673

Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM

A bedroom in a four bedroom house
for $550 per month. Safe and quit
location, everything is new and the
house was just renovated. A furnished
room is a possibility. Colse to UCF.
4036 lveyglen Ave., Orlando, FL 32826
Tel.: 407-913-4438
Avail in July & Aug, 10 min. to UCF
10X8 $375, 11x11 $425. $200 sec.dep. All utils included + cable and high
speed internet. Furn. Call Steve 407267-4982
Christian female needed to share 3/2
home in Waterford Lakes. E-mail me at
TLCDream02@aol.com or check out
myspace .com/waterfordlakeshome for
more information!

'"

Clean fem. for 3/2 apt. in Avalon Park
15 mins to UCF $500/mon. Avail. 8/1
Must give 1st mon plus $100 Dep. ·by
7125 Call Christine 407-925-8369

•

Clean, quite female roommates-2
rooms avail. w/shared bath In 312
house. 10 min. from UCF.
$450/month includes everything! No
pets. Short-term rental. Move In
August! 954-695-1981

...

..

2 F roommates needed for 3/2 house.
Very clean, like new. Close to UCF on
Lake Underhill. $450/mo incl. electric
and water. 407-968-9439

SERIOUS STUDENT
Room for rent In 412 home In quiet
neighborhood min. from UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broadband. Must
llke animals. Fenced Yard.
$450/ mo. Incl. utll.
Call Anna 407-365-2382
Roommates Wanted! 5 bedroom, 2.5
bathroom House. 5 mins from campus.
$500 a month including all utilities and
wireless internet. $200 OFF THE
FIRST MONTHS RENT IF LEASE IS
SIGNED BY JULY 10TH. Contact
Laura for details @ (386)416-9308.
ROOMS FOR RENT IN 4BR HOME
1 mi from UCF, off University. Pool
table, hot tub, internet, cable, utilities
incl. $500/mo Avail now! 772-359-2797
F roommate needed for furnished 111
in a 4/4. $605/month all util incl.
Available in August. Call Kristen at
407-921-3730
2 rooms avail in large 5/3. 2500 sq. ft.
Close to UCF. $575/mo all util incl.
and bi-weekly cleaning svc.
Call Jasmine 407-488-8575.

East Orlando-UCF Homes
http://nancepropertylnvestments.com Share the Finest Homes In Town
$400 shared bath, $575 Private Bath
407-334-6658 or 407-673-4070
F roommate 1 room avail in 4br/2ba in
Avalon park, close to comm pool and
fitness center $100 dep. 380/mo util
incl. Please call 407-758-0097

AVAILABLE ASAP! 1/1 in 4/4 at
Pegasus Landing. $515/mo. Fully furn,
util incl. Awesome roommates! Perfect
location behing Moe's, F pref. Call
Meghan 352-464-1460
$51 MOVES YOU IN
Your own bedroom/bath in a 414.
Lease Aug.17 - July 31. $525/month
No other costs. Greg 904-540-9401

Female roommate wanted to share
3/2 1/2 Waterford Lakes townhouse.
Private BR Shared Bath
$535+utilities/Monthly
Contact Amy @ 407-208-9568

F roommate for 3/2. Nice home with a
lot of extras." Deck, game room, florida
room, etc. Close to sec, 15-20 min to
UCF. $150/wk all util incl.
Call Ryan 407-452-8637

Condos And Homes For Sale &
Rent. Free 2417 Website With Pies &
Info. Century 21. Rick Sletten
321-438-4568

**BUILDER CLOSEOUT**

$128,900, Must sell ASAP for
relocation! Beautiful condo and views,
tile floors, 1st floor unit, quiet friendly
neighborhood, all new appliances incl,
partially furn, pet friendly, tennis courts,
pool, spa, fitness center, clubhouse,
highly motivated sellers, this is a steal!
Curry Ford and Goldenrod area. Call
407-923-6899.

1 /1 avail in 212 in Tivoli Apartments
1 YR lease begins July 26.
545/mo all utils included
Please call 352-478-9361 or e-mail
nastypupies@yahoo.com

PEGASUS LANDING

Famle roommate wanted for a 5/3 in
East Orlando. Beautiful 3000 sq foot
home less then 5 miles to UCF.$475
per month/808.391 .6013

WWW. UCFCondos.COM

2/2 950sqft Waterfront Condo

1 N/S roommate needed for 3/2 in
Alafaya Woods house. Fenced
backyard $400/mo plus utilities. Call
Neal
321-431-1708

Male roommate wanted.quiet life style,
beautiful community, iike new 3/2
home. choose regular room
or private master with large bath and
closet.440. plus 1/3 utilities.
or 535. plus 1/3 Travis 954-649-8592
Jesse 954-649-9174

TOWNHOMES
SUMMER SPECIAL
Buy a brand new 3 bedroom 2.5
bath with upgraded kitchen &
baths, full appliance package,
gated community with pool.
1-066-300-1301 ext 2201
FREE 24 Hour Recorded Message
Visit us onllne
MyOrlandoFreeHomelnfo.com

Roommates needed in 3/2

LOOK!!!
1 room avail in a large house close to
UCF. Includes in-ground pool, W/D, & full
kitchen. $350/mo. +split util.
Call 407-712-4035, leave message.

Looking for Roommate
2bed/2bath apartment at Colonial
Pointe. $450 plus 1/2 utilities
Female preferred
Contact Meaghan: (239)470-9624

$850/MONTH NEW

NEW TOWNHOMES
$600/month to own a brand new 2
bedroom 2.5 bath, many upgrades,
all appliances, gated community
with pool and clubhouse.
Call 1-866-380-7301 ext 2200
FREE 24 Hour Recorded Message
visit us onllne
MyOrlandoHomelnfo.com

F needed to share 5/3 with 2 other
UCF students. 5 min to UCF. $550/mo
most utilities and internet included.
954-436-8924

Fun, outgoing F welcome to move in
between July 1st- Aug 1st. Free rent
until Aug, move in ASAP.Close to UCF
$416/mo +util. Call Maggie 772-631 4481 or magmbell@yahoo.com

Pegasus Point- Will pay move in fee!
Room available in a 212. $560/mo., all
utilities included. Available NOW!!!
Females only.
Contact Kelma 787-951-6496
University House
Room In 412.5 Unfurnished
$445 a month/ Utllltles Included
FIRST MONTH FREE!I! 954-260-5431

Rooms for rent in brand new 4/2. W/D,
water front. Near UCF $470/mo util
incl. $550/mo for master. Avail. now!
407°277-4112 or 407-249-2059
Unfurnished 9.6X10.6 within Spacious
3Bd 2Ba Furnished Home 5min from
UCF $500/mo W/D Cable&lnternet
included Call 407-409-6206
house. Front/back patio.
2 miles from UCF. Bedrooms not
furnished. $425/mo, $525/mo for
master. New carpet, new paint.
Call 407-923-9281

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
4 bedroom house, 3 yr old neigh.
Lg. roQms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util .
incl. 954-599-7523
2 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 behind UCF. All
.- Included: Electric, Cable, Laundry, etc.
$425/month. Non smoking, non
drinking. Christian owner.
. Call: 407-509-4737

Nice POOL home 2 miles from
campus. Must be responsible!
Utilities, washer & dryer, broadband
and phone included. Partially
furnished $500.00 a mth.
321-231-3040/ 407-963-2831

Pegasus landing APT available for
2007 - 2008 school yearl Female
needed! $515/monthl No move In
fees! Call (904)333-2124
MOVE IN ASAP!
Pegasus Landing-Male-Room
and own bath (in 414 Apt)
Furnished - Utilities Included.
Across from UCF. Available
8/17/07 to 7131/08.
$425/month
561-266-5782

FEEL AT

412 1875 sq ft home built In 2003,
minutes from UCF, expressway
and shopping. Perfect condition,
beautiful yard, upgrades, excellent
Investment or family home.
$264,900 - priced to sell. Call
Frank at 407-252-7411 or Ryan at
407-448-2414

5 min to UCF! 2Bed/2Bath
Townhome plus Loft. New Flooring and
Carpet. Freshly Painted. 1 year
Warranty! Includes Appliances.
$147,500 Contact Patty Murphy,
Prudential Florida WCI Realty 407-7586725 or www.pattymurphy.coi:n

Affordable Housing Options
Abound in East Orlando! Many options
near UCF. Call today for free list/tours!
No cost or obligation! Debra Horowitz,
Realtor, The Selby Group. 407-4828225 (Office) or 407-421-5645 (Cell).

212 CONDO 1,100 sf, 2nd fir, corner
unit. Near UCF. Reserved parking,
security, gated. Free cable, water, ·
tennis, pool. $150,000 407-671-5663
***Phone # revised from last week

HOME
• SMALL COMMUNITY
WITH FRIENDLY STAFF
• INDIVIDUAL LEASES
• UCF SHUTTLE
•OUTSTANDING AMENITIES
•BRAND NEW FURNITURE*
*See Community for details

Beautiful 312 1496 Sq. Ft. Home
ButlerSellsHouses.com/PL57266
for Info. $229K. 2410 Radnor Av.
Near UCF. Call 407-221-7959

FULLY FURNISHED 3/2.5/1 Walk to
all waterford shops/restaurants,
minutes to campus. Move in Ready
HOA incl pool, lawn, ins, exterior
main!, security gate... Neighborhood
specialist Greg 407-222-7281
Waterford Villas 212's and 3/2's from
215K EXIT Real Estate Professionals

© Puzzles by Pappocom
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through
9 with no
repeats.

58

1

2

9 3 5
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Eyeball
impolitely
5 Milk not to cry
over?
10 Urban blight
14 Surface size
15 Courted
16 Gilpin of
"Frasier''
17 Afternoon parties
18 Ferber and Best
19 Ships' diaries
20 Deductive
reasoning
22 Melts together
23 Have a bite
24. Aromatic wood
26 Bright red
30 Painter John
Singer
34 Up a tree
36 Nervous
vibration
37 Sharer's
pronoun
38 Wee bit
40 Pigeon talk
41 Paths
45 Most foolish
49 Flummoxes
51 Evening parties
52 Tolls ·
54 One in Toledo
55 Headliners
58 Consciousness
63 Top-drawer
64 Mall unit
65 _ vera
66 Acquires
67 Eagle's nest
68 Entryway
69 Fruity drinks
70 Not look forward
to
71 Son of Seth
DOWN
1 Diet for Dobbin
2 "Riders of the
Purple Sage"
author
3 Wiry
4 Part of EST
5 More sugary
6 Whale groups
7 Column type
8 Rental
agreements

© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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9 QB'squest
10 Go on a spree
11 Tolstoy and
Durocher
12 Hankering
13 Fail to hit
21 Patriot Nathan
22 "M.A*S'H" costar Jamie
25 CD alternative
26 Dundee
populace
27 Romance
28 Place in proper
order
29 Hanoi holiday
31 Awards honcho
32 Hangman's knot
33 Lopes along
35 Gennan article
39 Pluto
42 Affect strongly
43 Commits perjury
44 Body of water
46 'Walk on the
Wild Side" singer
47 Queue
48 Ancient period

Last issue solved
50 Christian or
Helen
53 Crossed one's
heart
55 Long yarn
56 Drove (a nail)
obliquely

57 Add to the
pot
59 Puccini piece
60 Zest
61 Buddhist sect
62 Gets the point
64 Blue

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

r:r.ri1 FOR SALE:
W:,, General

COMPLETELY REMODELED
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed g(oup, never used.
407-831-1322

Casselberry 3/212 Nodding Pines
Estates. Maple cabinets w/ granite,
stainless appl. Knock down cathedral
ceilings, new lighting, crown, new
doors, fireplace, large scrnd porch,
prof. landscaped, 90x130 lot w/ pond.
New roof, exc. schools, $320,000
FSBO 407-695-0359

Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queeo, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941

Waterford Lakes
3Bed/2Bath/2Car Garage, open floor
plan, screened porch, new refrig,
new roof, concrete block. $248000
407-748-1488 or 407-748-1489

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1 250. Set-up available. 407-831-1 322

212 CONDO FOR SALE 1/2 mile from
UCF.Spacious rooms,berber carpet,
new bathrooms, owner needs to sell
asap. Call Monica (407) 222-3488
Keller Williams Advantage 2 Realty
www.YourRealtorMonica.com
English Bulldog puppies Very playful
and actives.Big head beautiful and
loveable:netbreed @yahoo.com

212 SE Condo, convenient to UCF,
Airport, 408 and Downtown. Orlando,
1st floor, screened porch, all kitchen
appl., ceramic tile & carpet, reserved
pkg., pool & tennis. $140,000. Call
owner/agent at 407-999-5680.
Avalon/Timber Point. 3/2.5/2. Gated,
courtyard, community pool.Best
price in the area. Reduced to
$199,900 407-249-4969 cell or 407538-4869. No brokers please

suldolku

6 9 5

6
9
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CONDO FOR SALE 1 BLOCK FROM
UCF! Beautlful 212 1025 Sq.Ft.,
Waterfront, NEW Carpet in llving,dlnlng & bedrooms, Motivated Seller
just reduced to
$174,500. Call 954-600-2482 or
visit www.ucfcondoforsale.com

VIDEO JOCKEY
For frat parties, dances, etc. See yourself
on the big screen, psychadelic video.
386-574-7058/ fbnebula@juno.com
FRENCH TUTOR ING
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and children .
Home teaching and translations. 5
miles from UCF. Call, leave msg
407-482-2343.

2/2 Condo 5 min to UCF.
1st fir, Appl incl.W/D. Scrnd porch. Low
condo fees. Incl. water.basic cable etc.
$150,900 Realty USA Inc. ·
407-721-8874

•

Great Invest, 7 mins ucf 312, 2car
Nice area 234K nego. 1413sq living
New roof, X-parklng, refeg, washer
dryer and freezer-407-493-3183
ATTN PARENTS!
Visit SpecialAgentEd.com to search
hundreds of homes for sale in the UCF
area or call 407-405-8238 for more info.

OFFER EXPIRES
JULY_15,2007
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Cute 1/1 Condo $74,900. Goldenrod
and University area. $2K towards
closing costs. Call Natalie Garvin with
Keller Williams Rlty 407-716-8809
FOR SALE
3 & 4 bedroom homes with or without
pool from $189,000. Close to UCF.
Call Joyce Ungerman at Century 21
Oviedo 407-366-5837

Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831 -1322
COMMUNITY YARD SALE!!
Waterford Villas community will be
opening its gates for a
neighborhood wide yard sale. July
21st from 8am-1 pm. Located Just
behind Waterford Lakes Shopping
Plaza. For more Info email
GregT@exitorlando.com

Winter Park 4/212 $299,900 with large
pool, lush landscaping, WP schools,
very nice home with extras. Early
occupancy a possibility. 407-678-0393

Self Defense Products
Pepper Sprays, Stun Guns, Tazors,
Personal Alarms, and much more!
Call for free catalogue 407-977-8053

KNIGHTRO

How
places Classifieds in the

Like New Hawthorne Glen
Townhome. 3/2.5 with loft/study. Built
in 2006.191 5 hid sq ft. sec system,
comm. pool, walk to UCF. Call Brad
wiih
Coldwell Banker at 407-920-7800

Vitamin C Research Study
Ages 18-40
Four Clinic Visits Required
Up to $200 compensation per
participant if you complete the study
Hours: 9:00am to 5:00pm Mon. - Thurs.
9:00am to 1 :OOpm Fridays
Call (407) 332-5703

(entwtl 3=lodbit 3=uture
for as low as $4 an issue!
Owww.KnightNewspapers.com/ f}407-447-4555
classifieds
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tDLLE6E STRTION
407 . 273.~151

12100 Renaissance Ct

Orlando, Fl 32826

STYLISH UPGRADED 212 Condo
$149,900! Private parking, pool and
tennis, all appliances incl .. fireplace,
good Econ neighborhood. Come see it
TODAY! Call Christina, 561 .801 .3743
Waterford Lakes, 3bd, 2ba, house,
conservation view, A+ schools and
safety, open house Sat. and Sun. 11 -5
Voss Realty 407-208-150t

In Person:

University Court
Suite200
~IM... a-M.}

By Fax:

407-447-4556

July 9, 2007 • (tutnl Slorlba Stuture
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Try It Today!

•

Here's y ur quick, e icious
alternative to fast food.

.

Crispers is gourmet your way.

..

Garden-fresh gourmet salads ... hearty stacked
sandwiches ... and a great selection of hot entree items.
Plus, there are a dozen soups, gumbos, and chowders
prepared fresh every day, and a tempting menu
of desserts and frozen treats.
Now, you can enjoy
the fresh gourmet taste
of Crispers, and save $1
on the menu item
of your choice.

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN BLVD.
WINTER PAR
ph ( 407) 6 73-41 00
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

WATERFORD LAKES
557 N .ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO
ph (407) 482-4727

But hurry ...
this offer is for
a limited time only.

Eat well,

MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI.SAT. l0:30AM - 10 PM SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM
11.IOGAL H

W""T(ll"'OllO TH&ATtl&S

\o~Sf

save money,.

How is that
a bad

Ian?

Find out about Crispers restaurants, our growth
and career opportunities at www.crispers.com
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*Offer expires July 15, 2007
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